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ABSTRACT

The intent of this project is to provide an educational resource from which future

students can learn the basics of programmable logic and the design process involved.

More specifically, the area of interest involves very large scale integration (VLSI) design

and the advantages associated with it such as reduced chip count and development time.

The methodology used within is to first implement a design; using small and medium

scale integration (SSI/MSI) packages in order to have a baseline for comparison. The

design is then translated for use with the very high speed integrated circuit hardware

description language (VHDL) and implemented onto a complex programmable logic

device (CPLD). A discussion of this implementation process as well as VHDL lessons is

provided to serve as a tutorial for the interested reader. This thesis concludes with a

summary of the project results and ideas for future research topics.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The topic of digital design is the fastest changing and most diverse branch of

electrical engineering. This diversity stems from the fact that some aspect of almost all

topics of electrical engineering can relate to digital design. On the most basic level,

electrical components such as resistors, transistors, etc. can be interconnected in a manner

to produce various logic functions. This basic level also requires knowledge of

electromagnetic field theory since these fundamentals are inherent to any type of circuit;

analog or digital. Once logic gates (functions) are built through electrical components,

they can be used as the building blocks for digital design. Next, the gates can be

connected to form registers, which in tum can form chips. The highest level of digital

systems is a collection of many chips and is called the process memory switch level.

This level refers to hardware devices such as computer central processing units (CPUs).

This hierarchy demonstrates how the topics can vary from basic electromagnetic field

theory to computer engineering as the levels grow to increasingly more macro levels. For

this thesis, the areas of interest focus mainly on the gate, register, and chip levels since

one of the project's intents is to demonstrate various digital logic components and design

processes.
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The gate, register, and chip levels consist of integrated circuits (ICs) of various

sizes and were originally measured by the number of gates present on a single chip. The

smallest category of these ICs is referred to as small-scale integration (SSI). The

traditional definition of SSI is an integrated circuit that contains between one and twenty

gates. An example ofSSI would be any of the 7400 series single function logic gates or

flip-flops. These chips are typically contained within a 14-pin, dual-inline-pin (DIP)

package.

The next size of IC is called medium-scale integration (MSI). An example of this

size of integrated circuit would be a multiplexer, counter, or decoder. For an IC to be

considered MSI, it needs to contain anywhere from twenty to two hundred gates. The

SSI and MSI ICs are used as building blocks to combine and form LSI and VLSI

integrated circuits.

Large scale integration (LSI) refers to digital components such as programmable

logic devices (PLDs) and encompasses ICs with between two hundred and two hundred

thousand gates. Originally, LSI was the largest category used to describe an integrated

circuit. However, as the number of transistors on a single chip continues to double every

eighteen months, a new category has been formed.

This newly titled category is very large scale integration (VLSI). VLSI can be

applied to any IC that contains at least one million transistors. This level of integration is

currently the most researched and fastest growing and includes field-programmable logic

arrays (FPGAs) and complex programmable logic devices (CPLDs).

The main intent of this project is to investigate VLSI and demonstrate the ability

of these devices to reduce chip count and design time. A second goal is to present the
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information in such a manner that an interested student could learn enough information to

build his or her own design without having to delve through many additional resources.

In order to accomplish these objectives, two main sections are presented within that

describe and demonstrate the functionality ofFPGAs and CPLDs.

The first section encompasses Chapters II, III, and IV. Chapter II describes the

evolution of logic devices into the types currently being used today. Also, this chapter

contains information about the various architectures as well as how software packages are

used in conjunction with hardware devices to create and optimize designs. Chapter III

provides specifications about the hardware and software that were used during this

project. These components were graciously provided by the Altera Corporation as part of

their university program design laboratory kit. An explanation of the details of this

program can be found in [1]. Chapter IV introduces the VHSIC (Very High Speed

Integrated Circuits) hardware description language (VHDL) that can create circuits for

implementation onto CPLDs or FPGAs. The development history of this language is

provided as well as a series of six informational sheets to aide future students with

learning this intricate programming language.

The second section of this thesis describes the design of a digital slot machine

through various stages until final implementation onto a CPLD. Chapter V discusses the

origin of the design idea, many of the thought processes involved, and the final design

parameters. Chapter VI presents a visual representation of this design using Microsoft

Excel. Industry often uses models in order to communicate the objectives of a project to

all team members. This model was developed in the spirit of this idea so that the reader

can best follow and visualize the desired outcomes. Chapter VII describes a
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representation of the digital slot machine design using SSI and MSI parts. This chapter is

included to give the reader a comparison of the design using previous technology with

respect to VLSI. Chapter VIII details the process of creating and implementing the

design onto the university program 1 (UPl) education board using the VHDL language

with the MAX+PLUS® II software. The information is presented in such a manner that

the reader could follow the details and create and implement a design ofhis or her

choosing with this package. A conclusion containing a discussion of the results as well

as ideas for future research is presented in Chapter IX.
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CHAPTER II

PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC BASICS AND DEVICES

2.1 Introduction to Programmable Logic

The topic of digital design began with the use of small unchangeable IC logic

packages to create logic circuits. Engineers would design an appropriate interconnection

of these packages in order to achieve the desired function. The particular ICs being

referred to are similar to the 7400-series TTL logic chips that can presently be found in

every undergraduate digita11aboratory. This method allowed simple digital circuits to be

designed quickly and with low cost. However, as the circuits and logic grew larger, the

designs also grew increasingly difficult and the time to build and troubleshoot them grew

increasingly long. For this reason (and the advent of the personal computer), devices

such as application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) and programmable logic devices

(PLDs) were created.

The first device credited with being the father of ASICs is called the Micromosaic

and was introduced by Fairchild Semiconductor in 1967. This device allowed the user to

program a desired logic function through use of a computer program. The computer

program would connect the previously un-connected transistors that were present on the

device in order to achieve the designed function.
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After the creation of the Micromosaic, the traditional ASIC (as it is referred to

today) began to take form. An ASIC is a device that is designed by the customer to

produce a specific function. This new product allowed circuits that previously required

several IC packages to be built on a single chip, thus making a significant reduction in the

amount ofpower used and space consumed. However, the process oftroubleshooting

ASICs is difficult and the development costs can be great. This is due to the fact that the

device is actually created by an outside manufacturer, even though it is designed by the

customer. These disadvantages led to the development of the programmable logic device

(PLD) in the mid 1970's.

The PLDs provided the same advantages as the ASIC but allowed the end-user to

configure them instead of a separate manufacturer. This feature also allowed greater

information security since the design would not need to be passed to another company for

manufacturing purposes. For these reasons (and others), the "boom" ofprogrammable

logic began.

Programmable logic refers to an IC device that is configurab1e by the user after it

is manufactured and is able to implement digital logic functions. There are three

common programmable architecture categories presently used that are pertinent to this

discussion. These architectures include Simple Programmable Logic Devices (SPLDs),

Complex Programmable Logic Devices (CPLDs), and Field Programmable Gate Arrays

(FPGAs).
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2.2 Simple Programmable Logic Devices (SPLDs)

Simple Programmable Logic Devices include such devices as the Programmable

Logic Device (PLD), Programmable Array Logic device (PAL), Programmable Logic

Array device (PLA), and the Generic Array Logic device (GAL). The SPLDs are just as

the name suggests; the smallest and cheapest architecture available for programmable

logic. A single device of this architecture is capable of replacing a handful ofthe 7400

series TTL logic packages.

PLDs have wide varying characteristics including: the electronic technology

implementation (bipolar, CMOS, etc.), implementation of the fusible links, erasure

capability, and the ability (or lack thereof) to reprogram the device. The main deterrent

to replacing 7400-series built circuits with PLDs in the past was related to slowness in

propagation times. However, as PLD technology has matured, they have become as fast

as the quickest TTL chips on the market. From all the sub-categories of SPLDs, the term

"Programmable Logic Device" is used as a generic term that encompasses the others.

The most popular and basic forms ofPLDs are PAL devices, PLA devices, and GAL

devices. It is beneficial to discuss each of these briefly so that the reader can get a better

understanding of terms, such as macrocells, for future topics.

PLAs were the first widely-used programmable logic devices. The development

of this device grew out of research done by IBM and Texas Instruments during the late

1960s and early 1970s and was first introduced by Signetics in 1975. This device allows

the user (unlike with the ASICs) to program the connections to be made and consists ofa

two-level AND-OR array (sum of products) of terms. The basic structure of a four input,
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four output PLA is given as Figure 2.1. Through observation of this figure, many of the

basic characteristics of a PLA can be observed. First of all, each input and its

complement are available for use as an input to any of the AND gates. Also, each

product term in the array can be connected to any of the OR gates present on the chip.

The possible connections, which are represented by the dots in Figure 2.1, can be

implemented in various ways including fuses or memory cells.

IN1

~7\'1
.,. 1;(,..

I
I

3- . !

3

-----------------------------

3

OUTl .

Figure 2.1 - The basic architecture of a PLA device

Using the basic PLA device architecture as a model, Monolithics Memories Inc.

(MMI) produced the first PAL device in 1976. The introduction of this device helped

PLDs gain extensive acceptance throughout the digital design community and were the

first PLD to use versatile bi-directional input/output pins. The PAL device is similar to a

PLA device as it contains an AND/OR array, however, the difference is that the OR array

is not variable but instead is fixed to specific product terms. The architecture of a four
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input, two output PAL device is given as Figure 2.2. This figure clearly shows how each

product term is not available to every OR gate as was the case for the PLA device. The

logical question to ask is how is this technology even beneficial without the previous

flexibility? The answer is that a PAL device is cheaper and faster than its counterpart and

can implement functions close to the same size. This is why the PAL device is the most

commonly used form of the PLD in the market today.

"~,,,IN2._."
, . ' , ' ' , , ....
, _ t..>., . " """

3

I

o
I'"'

, DUTl Dun

Figure 2.2 - The basic architecture of a PAL device

From the PAL architecture, a newer PLD was created by Lattice Semiconductor

and was called a Generic Array Logic device (GAL). The GAL device is virtually the

same as a PAL device because it was produced in such a way that it could emulate any

combinational or sequential PAL device through use of AND/OR arrays and flip-flops. It
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even contains the same fixed product term structure as in the PAL device. Also, GAL

devices were built so that they could be electronically erased and are thus re

programmable, making it valuable for prototyping and trial runs. There are many GAL

device architectures that have been introduced and are on the market today; [2] and [4]

give a thorough discussion of them and many examples of GAL devices.

2.3 Complex Programmable Logic Devices (CPLDs)

As logic circuits grew larger, the size ofPLDs also continued to grow. The

problem with this phenomenon is that both the physical and the AND/OR array size on

the PLD began to be inefficient. These problems were also in addition to an increase in

capacitive effects and a decrease in speed. To remedy these difficulties, the complex

programmable logic device (CPLD) was developed. The basic CPLD architecture

consists of three main parts: logic blocks, an interconnect structure, and input/output

(I/O) blocks. A CPLD is very flexible since it allows the individual logic blocks and

interconnect structure to be programmed. A typical configuration of a CPLD is depicted

in Figure 2.3. Since the three main parts of the CPLD are also what distinguishes

different variations of these logic devices, they will be investigated further in depth

individually below.

The architecture of the CPLD shown in Figure 2.3 contains four logic blocks

similar to PLDs but these devices can contain as few as two or up to as many as sixty

four or more of these blocks on a single chip. Each one of these logic blocks is then

broken down further into sections called macrocells. A macrocell typically consists of a
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2-level AND/OR array, a flip-flop, a multiplexer, and various other small logic circuitry.

These macrocells allow for wide fan-in and typically between four to sixteen product

terms. Depending on the particular architecture being examined, a single logic block

generally contains up to sixteen interconnected macrocells. One useful feature on some

architectures is the ability of the macrocells to share product terms. This is particularly

valuable for architectures that contain only four product terms per macrocell since it

allows for great flexibility. One disadvantage of this feature is that the propagation time

is slightly slower and thus must be considered (as any variable should) when choosing the

best architecture for the designer's specific need.

00000000000000000000000
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
00000000000000000000000

Figure 2.3 - The basic architecture of a CPLD.

The second part of the architecture which can be seen in Figure 2.3 is the

interconnect switch matrix. The function of this switch matrix is to connect the logic

blocks within the CPLD just as the macrocells are connected inside of them. There are

two basic categories into which switch matrices fall into: partially populated and fully
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populated. A fully populated switch matrix can connect all the logic blocks present on

the CPLD in any and all possible combinations whereas a partially populated one lacks

the capability of providing some of these combinations.

Since there are more connections in a fully populated switch matrix, designs are

more often easier to route than in a partially populated one. This routing process is done

through use of a software package and is thus considered programmable. The ease of

routing is important since the design is often constrained by a fixed pinout that must be

used. It obviously makes more sense to be able to keep this fixed pinout then to redesign

the peripheral circuitry around the CPLD to be compatible with a new layout. Also,

partially populated switch matrices have problems with delays since they are not as

predictable as their counterparts are. It almost seems as if there is no reason to ever use a

partially populated switch matrix from the previous comments but the main variable in

business to always remember is cost; partially populated matrices are cheaper. So in

order to find the most appropriate device for a design, all variables such as speed, area,

and cost should be considered.

The last component of a CPLD is the input/output blocks. These va blocks are

used to receive the input signals from the outside or to send output signals. As for the

output signals, there are often many conditions to which they can be set. For example,

they typically have the ability to be set to active 'high' or 'low', a disconnect or open

state, or connected to the global enables that are present on the CPLD. Also, as stated in

[2], va block architectures now contain various analog controls in addition to the digital

ones. Some of these controls include slew-rate control to manage the speed at which

output signals vary, a pUll-Up resistor (and sometimes a pull-down resistor) to prevent
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situations in which a float condition is undesirable, and a user-programmable ground to

best handle high changing currents on the device.

Most modern CPLDs are manufactured using electrically eraseable programmable

read-only memory (EEPROM) technology. With this technology, the CPLD is non

volatile (saves it memory contents even while power is removed) and re-programmable.

Since the memory is not lost through the removal of the power source, the logical

assumption would be that the CPLD could only be programmed once and thus be

unchangeable. This is not a valid assumption, however, as the name of the device states,

it can be erased electrically.

2.4 Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)

A desire for performance improvement to that of the CPLDs led to the

development of field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) by the Xilinx Corporation in

1984. Instead of using a few PLD-like logic blocks with a central and fairly simple

interconnect switch matrix, FPGAs use many small programmable logic blocks with a

complex interconnect structure. A general architecture of FPGAs is shown as Figure 2.4

on Page 15. All FPGAs contain the same basic parts as the CPLD (logic blocks,

interconnect, and I/O blocks) but each is substantially different, so each structure will be

examined individually.

The logic blocks separate FPGAs into two separate categories: coarse-grained and

fine-grained. A coarse-grained architecture is the most common and the best performing

type used and consists of larger logic blocks as well as a few look-up tables and flip-
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flops. The fine-grained architecture has a larger number oflogic blocks but they are

smaller in size. These logic blocks typically contain a single flop-flop and a small

AND/OR array. Depending on the architecture, a FPGA can contain anywhere from tens

to tens of thousands oflogic blocks on a single chip with even more flip-flops available.

The key goal for FPGA logic blocks is getting as much capability as possible through use

of the least smallest sized logic blocks as possible.

The decision of which particular architecture should be used depends mainly on

the user's design. Coarse-grained FPGAs are good for applications that have a few fairly

independent large logic structures. The reason for this is that the large space available in

these logic blocks tends to be quite wasted when used for small logic functions. These

small logic functions are best suited for fine-grained FPGAs. The main problem with

fine-grained architectures is that they require a significantly larger number of

interconnect paths. This increase in interconnection circuitry can lead to a considerable

amount of delay and a decrease in the amount of available space. For these reasons, it is

important to examine the design chosen for implementation and choose the most

appropriate architecture in order to best optimize one's design.

The next part of the FPGA architecture is the programmable interconnect

structure. As evident in Figure 2.4, there is no central device that controls the way in

which the logic blocks are connected, it is instead done through an intricate scheme. This

scheme involves connecting each of the logic blocks that are present on the FPGA with a

set of wires containing programmable connections. It is important that the interconnect

scheme is well thought out since the large number of wires present can result in long

delays. This is especially true for fine-grained architectures that require more
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interconnections and thus have more potential for delays. In order to minimize this delay,

computer-aided design packages use a variety of optimization tools to best "route" the

design, where routing is described as the process of interconnecting the resources in a

manner that meets project specifications. It is beyond the scope of this project to describe

the interconnect structure or optimization methods to great detail due to the extreme

variance between the many available architectures from each particular vendor. The

interested reader should consult references [2] and [12] for additional infof1l}ation

regarding these topics.
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Figure 2.4 - The basic architecture of a FPGA.

The last part ofthe FPGA architecture is the input/output blocks. These I/O

blocks are the components most similar in nature to their counterpart on a CPLD. They

can be defined as not only inputs or outputs but also as three-state or bi-directional. In

addition to the same analog components avai1abie on the CPLD such as pull-up resistors,
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pull-down resistors, and slew rate control, some FPGAs allow the user to provide edge

triggered flip-flops or latches to the va blocks. Reference [2] provides a discussion of

the XC4000 FPGA (available from the Xilinx Corporation) and notes that an additional

feature it has is "a delay element to guarantee that the input will have a zero hold-time

requirement with respect to the external system clock".

Most of the FPGAs built today are done so using a technology called static

random access memory (SRAM). SRAM technology's main advantage is its re

programmability and can be found in a similar fashion in microprocessors. Some

disadvantages inherent to SRAM are that it is volatile (which means that the memory

contents are lost when power is removed) and that it typically requires high power during

operation. The way that SRAM works is through use of an external configuration

memory source, which stores the integral program information. This includes the

direction definitions of the va blocks, the functionality ofthe logic blocks, and the

manner these blocks are connected together. This information is then "downloaded" or

programmed onto the FPGA for design implementation. A thorough discussion of

SRAM technology can be found in [2].

2.5 Computer-Aided Design

The computer-driven environment present in the world today has integrated itself

into the field of digital design and has become a very important tool in it. Computer

Aided Design (CAD), also called Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE), allows the

designer to create high-quality logic circuits through use of a wide variety of software
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tools. Typical software packages sold today contain various methods for the entry of the

design, simulation tools, timing analyses, and synthesizing capabilities once the creator is

confident of the correctness of the design. The discussion to follow gives a look into

these main components of CAD.

In order to create a design with the objective of physical implementation using

CAD, it must first be entered into the software package in some sort of fashion. Most

packages today allow a great deal of flexibility to the designer when it comes to the

manner of entry. The first type of these methods to be discussed and perhaps the most

basic and common is schematic entry. This method allows the schematics of logic

circuits to be drawn onto an editor on the computer by placing various logic symbols.

More advanced software packages include a large catalog of devices available for use on

the schematic as well as various troubleshooting capabilities. Schematic entry is most

useful for small circuits since placing a large number of symbols and making sure they

are connected properly can become cumbersome. This complication, along with the need

to work out the exact design using basic logic symbols as well as documenting the design

ultimately led to the development ofHardware Description Languages (HDLs).

These languages (such as ABEL, VHDL, and Verilog) allow the designer to

model and design various sizes of functions, chips, and digital systems. This is done

through use of programming techniques similar to those of high-level languages (Visual

Basic, C++) to model the desired behavior instead of the actual combinational or

sequential logic circuit required. The editors used with these HDLs are very similar to

those of the other programming languages since they often provide certain tools to aide in

debugging the code for successful compilation.
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In addition to these entry methods, there are various other techniques that are

available in software packages. Some of these methods include: state diagrams to

describe the behavior of a desired state machine, truth tables describing the

corresponding outputs for assorted inputs, and waveform editors to describe the timing

behavior of inputs, outputs, and the relationships between the two.

Once the design has been entered in the desired manner, it can then be compiled

and simulated. Once the compilation process is successful, the program will create data

that can be used to verify the functionality of the circuit. Some of the tools available to

the designer are various test benches and timing analyzers. A test bench uses items called

"test vectors" in order to check the behavior of the circuit. These vectors can range from

a single source of inputs created by the designer to a complete set ofpossible input

combinations generated by the program itself. The timing analyzer then works together

with the test bench in order to describe the time dimension and functionality of the

design. Time is a very important variable to consider in the design of logic circuits since

races and glitches are very difficult errors to predict and are common complications in

initial design attempts. Using the combination of these available tools, the designer is

able to perfect the design to his or-her content without ever physically building it.

The last stage of the design development, called logic synthesis or programming,

is the process of transferring the compiled and tested design onto an actual physical

circuit. This procedure is often complicated by the limitations that arise on both the

software package and on the hardware device being used. These constraints vary from

the total number of gates and space available on the hardware device to the amount of

computing power available to the software. Because of these constrictions, modem
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compilers contain optimization capabilities so that the physical circuit is not only

functional but is programmed in a manner so that variables such as the cost and amount

of circuitry needed are minimized.

A common feature available in modern compilers is a list ofpossible architectures

for use as the targeted hardware device. Each of the architectures that are then listed

contains algorithms specifically written for the optimization of designs for that device.

The major logic manufacturers taken this path to encourage the users of their software to

also purchase their hardware.
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CHAPTER III

ALTERA'S PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC COMPONENTS

3.1 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to provide a more specific extension to the information

presented in the previous chapter. While Chapter 2 discussed the general structure of the

hardware and software used in programmable logic, Chapter 3 converses about the

package that was used to build the design presented within this work. This is one of the

standard packages developed by the Altera Corporation to help aide in teaching digital

logic design. This package, which is called the university program design laboratory

package, contains a version of the company's MAX+PLUS® II software, a UP1

education board containing a EPF10K20 FPGA device and a EPM7128S CPLD, and a

ByteB1asterMV™paralle1 port download cable. This package is available to any

accredited university that actively instructs students in digita110gic design. These

materials provide all the necessary tools to create and implement basic digita110gic

designs. The capabilities of this package's hardware and software will be summarized in

the following sections, which heavily rely on the user guides available from the Altera

website [16].
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3.2 The Hardware

The main piece of hardware in the university package is the UPI education board.

This board contains many features including two VLSI devices. In addition to these

components, there is a 25.175 MHz crystal oscillator that can be used as a global clock

input. Also, there four push-buttons and sixteen switches that are connected to pull-up

resistor to provide input values. To view the outputs of a design, sixteen LEDs

illuminated by active-low logic, and two dual-digit, seven segment displays are provided.

More detailed information about each of these features as well as others seen on the

board depicted in Figure 3.1 (taken from [33]) can be found in reference [14].

Figure 3.1 - The Altera UP1 education board
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The FPGA included in our particular package is the EPF10K20 device and is part

of the Altera Corporation's FLEX 10K device family. This particular device is contained

within a 240-pin power quad flat pack package and is based on reconfigurable SRAM

technology. It contains 1,152 logic elements and six embedded array blocks containing

2K bits ofmemory. A logic element is Altera's term for a small bit oflogic circuitry

similar to a macrocell discussed in Chapter 2. Each PLA-like block (called Logic Array

Blocks by Altera) contains eight logic elements and thus one hundred forty four logic

array blocks on the EPFI0K20 device. The embedded array blocks can be used as RAM

or ROM for the device and support synchronous and asynchronous operation. These

They can also be used to implement common functions such as microcontrollers,

multipliers, and state machines.

The other device 011 the UPI educational board is the EPM7128S CPLD, which is

part of the Altera Corporation's'MAX 7000 device family. As opposed to the FPGA

device, which used SRAM technology, this particular device uses EEPROM elements

instead. It is packaged within an eighty four pin plastic I-lead chip carrier and contains

one hundred twenty eight macrocells. These macrocells contain the normal features

described in Chapter 2 as well as a "configurable register with (an) independently

programmable clock" as stated in the user's guide [14]. For the interested reader, the

Altera website [16] provides a great deal of information about not only these devices, but

also the architectures of the other packages that they offer as well.
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3.3 The Software

Even though the MAX+PLUS® II university development software was included

in the package, the version used for the design of this project was the commercial version

This was due to the fact that the commercial version was already installed and contains

additional resources unavailable in the student version. MAX+PLUS® II offers a very

flexible design environment that supports almost all of the Altera programmable logic

device families and will run on most modern operating systems. As stated in [15], the

design process for MAX+PLUS® II consists of four phases: design entry, design

compilation, design verification, and device programming.

The MAX+PLUS® II software provides three main design entry editors (graphic,

text, and waveform) as well as a symbol editor to complement the others. Perhaps the

most basic and easiest way to enter a design is through what the company calls graphic

design entry. This method involves placing logic symbols (of SSI/MSI devices) and

wiring them up in the desired manner with appropriate labels. The software provides

over 300 typical symbol functions as well as the ability to create user-defined symbols in

the symbol editor. Also, this flexible software allows schematics from other companies'

software (such as Cadence's OrCAD) to be imported into the schematic screen.

Another popular entry method is text design entry. MAX+PLUS® II supplies a

text editor in which the user can input VHDL, Verilog HDL as well as AHDL (Altera's

Hardware Description Language) constructs or codes. Even though the software can read

in coding that was written within any common text editor, the particular one available
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within the software contains features such as syntax coloring to easily observe keywords

and basic templates for all the supported languages.

Also, the software provides a waveform editor that can be used to generate

waveforms for input vectors as well as view the simulation output results after

compilation. This design entry method is often popular when using state machines.

Another nice feature ofthis software is that the these above-mentioned methods can be

combined in a "mix or match" fashion to allow the greatest amount of flexibility to the

user.

The next phase of the design process is the design processing stage. After the

design is entered by one of the methods described above, it is then processed through the

MAX+PLUS® II compiler. The compiler takes in these various files, checks them for

errors, synthesizes the logic, and creates output files that can be used for programming,

simulation, and timing analysis. Also, the complier optimizes the efficiency of the

project so that minimal resources are required. The flexibility provided in the software

allows synthesis settings to be adjusted, timing requirements entered, and unused pins

and logic blocks specified.

The complier also consists of a feature called the message processor. This feature

checks the files being compiled for errors, such as connection or syntax ones, and

displays appropriate error or warning messages. Also, it provides the ability to

automatically open the design file that is the source of the error or warning by a simple

double-click. These features are invaluable to the digital logic designer in search of an

elusive troublesome error.
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Once the design project has been compiled, the next step of the process is design

verification. The MAX+PLUS® II software includes two main features for verification:

a simulator and timing analyzer. The simulator is used to test the logic integrity of the

design as well as the internal timing. The input for the simulator is typically produced

using a set of waveforms, which are generated in the waveform editor. Once the design

is simulated, the results can be viewed by opening the waveform editor and adding a trace

for the desired output. Also, there are options available that allow the design to

monitored for glitches, oscillations, and other potential problems. The main reason for

simulating a design is to ensure that it is working as expected before spending the time

and money to actually program the device. Additional features available in the

MAX+PLUS® II simulator include the ability to specify the expected logic levels, define

the time interval of what constitutes a glitch, and insert breakpoints.

The purpose of the timing analyzer is to determine propagation times of the

internal signals and all of the critical paths. This software feature provides the user with

three possible types of analyses: delay matrix, setup/hold matrix, and the registered

performance display. The delay matrix calculates all possible combinations of paths

between the source and destination nodes and displays the shortest and longest of these

paths. The setup/hold matrix displays the minimum required setup and hold times for

devices such as latches and flip-flops. The registered performance display allows the

user to define variables within the analysis and displays the results of a registered

performance analysis. Once an analysis has terminated, the software provides a few

more useful tools to the user. One of these tools is the ability to choose any of the source

nodes and destination nodes and view the corresponding delay pattern. Also, the
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software provides a message processor, which lists all possible paths for any specified

node.

The last step of the design process is the programming phase. In order to program

the hardware device, it is first connected to the computer through the ByteBlasterMV1M

parallel port download cable, which is included in the university package. The

programmer module in the software then uses certain files that were generated during the

compilation stage to program the hardware. Also, the MAX+PLUS® II programmer

allows the user to configure, verify, examine, blank-check, and functionality test the

hardware in addition to programming it. Lastly, the software provides (sometimes)

helpful error messages that are generated if any problems occur while programming the

device to aide the user in troubleshooting.
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CHAPTER IV

AN OVERVIEW OF VHDL

4.1 History ofVHDL

VHDL is an abbreviation for the VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated Circuits)

Hardware Description Language. The development ofVHDL was initiated in 1980,

when the Department of Defense introduced what was called the VHSIC program. It

should not be a surprising fact that this language was started by the government since

many new technologies such as the internet were created in this manner. The reason for

this is that the government has the power and money to implement certain regulations to

push the completion of projects. This particular project was derived out of the need to

create a common descriptive language in the field of digital design. This need was the

direct result of the government having many different vendors supplying integrated

circuits to them. Since there was no standard at that time, each of these suppliers had

their own descriptive language that was used for design and development. In order to get

this project started, the government funded it with $16 million for VHDL design tools as

well as an additional $17 million allotted for direct VHDL development.

The next step in the evolution of the language was the Woods Hole Workshop,

which was held in Massachusettes during June 1981. The workshop brought together
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members of industry, government, and academia who were involved and knowledgeable

in the design of VHSIC chips. This workshop was used for discussion of VHSIC goals

and the initial planning for VHDL began.

The next major step in development occurred in July 1983 when a team consisting

of the IBM, Intermetrics, and TI organizations were awarded a contract to develop the

baseline structure of the language. In order to get the best outcome, these three

companies did not keep the process development results closed but instead allowed

public review and suggestions. This constant review and improvement lead to the

development ofVHDL versions 1 through 7.1.

The final modifications before official release were implemented into version 7.2

in August of 1985. Once this initial launch occurred, the government immediately passed

military standard 454, which mandated that documentation was required for any and all

government contracts that contained an ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit).

An ASIC is "an integrated circuit that is designed using standard logic blocks to reduce

the time to market of a new chip." [25]. In order to best adhere to this standard, there was

a push for suppliers to use the VHDL language throughout the entire design process.

This final release, however, did not conclude the evolution ofVHDL. In

February of 1986, all rights to the language were transferred to IEEE (Institute of

Electrical and Electronic Engineers) with the responsibility of updating and maintaining

it. Upon transfer, IEEE formally endorsed it. This lead to a proposal the following

month for a new and improved version to extend the capabilities of the existing language

as well as to change and fix any identified problems. After a year of improvements and

modifications, VHDL became classified as IEEE standard 1076-1987 (also called 1076.1
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or VHDL-87) in December of 1987. This version ofVHDL was at first intended not as a

design tool, but instead to provide a precise model of circuitry. Along with this new

standard, the IEEE VHDL language reference manual was published. Soon thereafter, in

1988, this IEEE standard became approved by the American National Standards Institute

(ANSI).

The next significant changes in the language occurred around September 1993. It

is stated under the IEEE standard guidelines, that all standards have to undergo a review

every five years to determine their future relevance to the industry. Because of this

review, VHDL was re-standardized in order to further fix and enhance the language and

was later passed as IEEE standard 1076-1993 (also known as VHDL-93). This new

standard included improved file handling, predefined standard packages, expanded

functions, more consistent syntax, and larger keyword libraries and attributes.

Since this revision, VHDL has become a draft international standard by the

International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). Also, VHDL is no longer just a

description language as its initial design was intended, but instead is a design tool with

increased modeling capability. These new features allow the simulation as well as the

testing of complete digital systems before they are manufactured. This allows companies

to save time and money, since wasteful and costly prototypes are virtually unnecessary.

VHDL has become one of two widely used hardware description languages. The other

popular one is Verilog, which was published by Cadence in 1991 and remained a

proprietary language for numerous years thereafter. This business strategy actually

allowed VHDL to "catch on" since all of the other vendors were unable to use or modify
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Verilog and thus put all of their resources behind VHDL. A good discussion comparing

the development of the two languages can be found in [24].

4.2 Basics ofVHDL

VHDL is an intricate language that takes a good amount of time to learn and

perhaps years to master. This fact is additionally complicated when the person learning it

has no previous programming experience. Most publications do not typically take this

into account and instead assume prior programming skills. Since this is obviously not

always the case, a series of six lessons are presented in Appendix A that cover the basics

ofVHDL on the level of a novice programmer. These lessons, when accompanied by a

short lecture and textbook (tv provide further examples) would allow the baseline

language to be covered quite thoroughly within a three to four week time frame.

These lessons are presented in an order that would likely be most beneficial to the

student. Here is a listing and order of the topics that are covered by the reports and

located within Appendix A:

1. Introduction & Examples ofVHDL

2. Introduction to Architecture Bodies

3. Arrays and Operators

4. Structural Modeling

5. Dataflow Modeling

6. Behavioral Modeling
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CHAPTER V

BASIS OF SLOT MACHINE DEVELOPMENT

5.1 Introduction

The design concept for this thesis originated during a trip to Las Vegas in

December of 2000. The need to find a topic for an upcoming undergraduate senior

electrical engineering project combined with the overwhelming amount of "one-armed

bandits" present in Las Vegas inspired the author and a colleague to further investigate

these machines. While the initial senior capstone project concentrated on the

mathematical model as well as the many surrounding aspects of gambling such as ethics,

business, psychology, etc.; the following discussion is solely on the design and

implementation using various software and hardware technologies.

The design description gives a brief history of slot machines to give the reader a

feel to how the problem of building one would be attacked. Also, project specifications

are discussed and the mathematical model given. This is in addition to other

specifications mentioned in order to give a basis for which the various designs will be

built and compared upon.
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5.2 History & Origin of Slot Machine Technology

Charles Fey (1862-1944) is recognized as the inventor of slot machines. Fey was

an American entrepreneur who began manufacturing these devices inside of his San

Francisco workshop in 1894. When asked about his new invention, he described them as

such, "Take a coin chute for the people to put their money in, and a cash box for the

money to go into, and put something in between that will interest the people, and you've

invented a slot machine". Fey was a true pioneer of the gaming field and was the true

originator of the three-wheel slot (that is commonplace today), which he built in 1898.

This slot machine that he invented, known as the "Liberty Bell", was so well thought out

and revolutionary that the same basic design is being used in today's high tech gaming

facilities.

Fey began marketing these devices throughout San Francisco's Barbary Coast in

the late 1890's. However, there was one huge obstacle that remained in his way:

California laws during that time period prohibited any type of gambling machines that

paid out monetary jackpots. As any great business person knows how to do, Fey looked

for a loophole in this law. Instead of paying out a certain monetary sum for lining up

three of the same symbols, the owner of the machine would payout the equivalent in

cigars for instance. This is where the symbols originated that are commonplace today.

Such popular symbols like the cherry, plum, orange, etc. were used as the designation of

the flavor of chewing gum the player would win ifhe or she matched three of them in a

row. However, gambling was like prohibition, when the police were not around, these

gaming machines most likely turned back into having monetary payouts. The main
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difference between the machines of that era and the ones of today are in the general

makeup. The machines back then were mechanically driven using springs, wheels, and

gears and consisted of three reels that normally would hold 20 symbols. Each symbol

would have as likely a chance ofbeing hit on each ofthe three reels. Nowadays, these

machines have evolved into microprocessor-controlled devices in which the

mathematical makeup can be programmed and can carry up to five wheels or more.

It wasn't until 1931 that the first state in the United States legalized gambling. It

should be no surprise that this state was Nevada. This legislature created the first legal

American market for these devices. The 1930's saw these machines spread across

America, and in the late 1940's, the famous Bugsy Segal inserted the machines into his

Flamingo Hilton, which is still standing in Las Vegas, Nevada. The mindset into which

these machines were marketed was quite different back in that era. Slot machines were

first used to just entertain the wives and girlfriends of the high rollers until the revenues

began supplanting that of the table games. The mechanical machines continued to thrive

until Bally's created the first electromechanical slot machine during the early 1960's.

This machine titled "Money Honey" was a huge success.

The next milestone in the evolution of slot machines came in 1981 when

computerized reel-spinning slot machines were introduced along with video-display

gaming devices. Also around this same time, the popularity of slot machines became

equal to that of the table games, which at one time was thought to be impossible.

The next decade introduced two new huge developments. The first was that

legalized gambling expanded beyond the traditional areas of Las Vegas and other Nevada

cities, which opened the way for riverboat casinos. The reason for this legislation was
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that governments at both the state and local levels were investigating ways in which to

increase tax revenue. Seeing the huge impact on the Las Vegas area, they began to

explore the possibilities of creating legalized gambling facilities inside their own

boundaries. The second development that had a huge impact on the industry of slot

machines were federal rulings that allowed for the expansion of gaming on Native

American soil. As odd as that sounds, the world's largest casino called Foxwoods is

owned by the Pequot tribe and located in Leyward, Connecticut. These two

developments helped generate a significant amount of money for the slot makers, which

allowed them to enhance their research and development departments. Nowadays, these

machines make up 67% ofa typical casino's revenue and are almost all microprocessor

based that either spin virtual reels or produce graphic pixels onto a video screen [9]. The

trend is now to market these machines as multimedia machines of an enhanced

entertainment value than those of yesteryear.

With these technological changes, the internal architecture of these devices had to

be varied as well. The traditional architecture was ROM-based, with all of the game code

and multimedia effects residing on programmable, read-only memory modules called

EPROMs. This architecture, which is still being used in some machines today, has the

advantage that the internal composition cannot be changed once it is burned into the

EPROM. This is important to maintain the integrity of these games since enormous

amounts of money can be at stake. However, some limitations are that EPROMs work at

very slow clock speeds, contain very little memory and have only the basic graphical

support available. C compilers and DOS-prompt linkers are used to produce these

platforms but are constrained severely by the aforementioned limitations. In order to
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produce the best gaming experience, the security of the EPROM needed to be combined

with some technology that would allow for a greater enhancement of multimedia

capabilities.

This breakthrough came about in 1997 when the state ofNevada passed

legislation that allowed a new platform ofgaming devices to use personal computer

styled hardware. These new gaming machines actually contained a Pentium processor, a

hard drive, and a graphical interface just as a typical PC would have. The technology

was not advanced enough to store the game code unto EPROMs but was instead

encrypted and contained onto a protected hard disk. These new machines offered

significantly more entertainment value than those ofprevious architectures but were still

looked upon by many gaming areas as being security risks. For this reason, a company

called Casino Data Systems, developed a fully integrated system in which EPROMs were

used to carryall of the game control functions and the PC-based devices were used for

only the execution and storage of the multimedia functions. This technology is being

increasingly implemented today with amazing results. At a recent trip to Las Vegas, it

was observed that single machines could play video poker (with many variations),

blackjack, and also other popular games. This is extremely valuable to a casino owner

since it allows for greater versatility and provides a more customized experience to the

consumer.

Along with the parts of the machine that the consumer can see, there are many

other interacting components beneath the surface. I/O functions are used to handle many

of the internal utilities such as coin and bill handling, integrity checks, etc. and are

programmed to go into "tilt" mode if anything is found to be wrong. Also, the machines
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are required to be able to handle any unexpected shutdowns quite easily since most

casinos do not use uninterruptible power supplies to these machines. The most

interesting internal feature is the fact that the complete game history is kept on an

EPROM chip so that customer disputes can be easily handled and verified by casino

personnel.

Lastly, many of the present day machines are networked to one another. This

enables casinos to monitor the activity of not only the machines but also the players.

Some increasingly popular things found at casinos today are slot clubs. A person

belonging to a slot club would get a card, which looks like a credit card. Whenever the

person wants to playa slot machine, he or she would enter the money as normal but also

enter this card into a designated slot. The casino is then able to track the amount of

activity by this player and offers benefits such as free slot pulls, meals, shows, etc. The

consumer benefits since he or she is rewarded with merchandise for just merely playing

and the casino benefits from the loyalty toward their particular casino and valuable

marketing information. This networking also allows many machines to "communicate"

with each other within the casino and also other casinos. This "communication" allows

for such things as progressive jackpots throughout the city that grow once a credit is

inserted into one of the many machine locations.

5.3 Discussion of Mathematical Models

Now that the actual history and makeup of these machines have been discussed,

the mathematical aspects surrounding gaming and slot machines will be examined. The
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mathematics and probability concepts of slot machines are perhaps the most important in

the development process. Even though the outcomes are virtually random, the math

model is what ultimately determines how much the house or player is going to win over a

long stretch oftime. However, there is a thin line between making the machine profitable

for the casino yet entertaining for the user.

The first thing that must be determined before the model can even be created is

the bottom line payout. There are laws that govern the minimum percentage that a slot

machine must payout in a legalized gambling state. For example, in the state ofNevada,

the minimum payout is 75%; in New Jersey, this number is 83%. However, despite these

small minimum required payout percentages, most modern games payout well over 90%.

The reason for this is to give the user a better sense that he or she is winning. This in turn

will prompt the player to play this certain machine for a longer period of time and thus

will be more profitable for the casino than the machine in which the player only puts two

or three credits into and walks away.

This leads to the second main statistical number in the math model: the hit

frequency. The hit frequency is the percentage associated with the number of times the

user hits a winning combination on a particular turn in relation to the number of times the

user has played. It is usually inversely related with the size ofthe jackpot; the bigger the

jackpot, the less frequent the player will win. This is another tradeoff that must be

considered while designing a slot machine. The jackpot must be big enough to warrant

the player to try his or her luck at this machine and the hit frequency should be high

enough to keep him or her there, all while still being profitable for the casino. As one can
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see, there are many variables that must all be considered by a statistician while trying to

keep the player's psychology in mind.

Other variations that can be considered are different types ofjackpots. There are

two main types ofjackpots: flat tops and progressive. A flat top jackpot is one that will

always pay the winner a predetermined set amount. A progressive jackpot is one that

grows through a percentage of the amount of coins being wagered. These progressive

jackpots can be networked throughout many different machines and casinos and can grow

to over millions of dollars. It is important to remember though that the hit frequencies

and sometimes the payout percentage will be lower on these machines since the money

will need to be obtained from somewhere to pay these huge amounts. For example, on

the Megabucks slot machine, the jackpot can often reach over five million dollars but the

payout percentage is only 87% as opposed to other similar machines with not quite as

high a jackpot but with a payout of 95%.

Another variation on jackpots can be on what is necessary to win it. On some

machines, a user must play multi-coins at a time to even be eligible to win the shown

jackpot. This is very effective in getting a player to play more than one coin at a time

since hitting the potentially winning combination while only playing a single coin can be

very, very frustrating!

Once the bottom line numbers are determined for the gaming devices, it is time to

effectively implement them onto the slot machine. Even though some decisions have

been made, there are plenty more to make! The first of these is most likely how many

wheels to use on the machine. The most traditional slot machines almost always had

three spinning wheels of characters. However, it seems as if this trend has become less
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and less popular. The advantage with having more than the traditional three wheels is

that there is a great deal more freedom for the designer when it comes to the odds of the

game. More wheels enable greater and more creative payouts. However, the increase of

wheels also makes the user feel that there is an increased difficulty in the game play and

gives the sense that it is harder to hit big when five cherries must be hit in a row as

opposed to three on another machine.

Another similar decision is the determination of how many characters or "stops"

to put onto each of these wheels. The pros and cons for these are the same as in

determining the number of wheels to use. However, the digital age has brought on a

unique twist to this aspect. In previous years, one stop on a gear corresponded to one

visible character on the screen. Nowadays, random numbers are produced by random

number generators in order to determine which character is shown on the screen. This

enables a manufacturer to "weight" certain characters. This process is as follows:

1. Three random numbers (or however many wheels there are) are generated by

the random number generating device.

2. This number is divided by a fixed number (which is a power of two for

simplicity) and modulo math is performed. For example, a fixed number of

64 would be used to divide the random number and would enable the

possibility of the numbers (0-63) for each wheel.

3. These 64 possibilities are then assigned to actual characters on the wheel. A

typical wheel might only contain 18 real characters so that some characters

might have several of the random possibilities assigned to them while another

character might just have one.
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Once this process is detennined, the mind games for the manufacturer still

continue. A typical machine would use this process in order to weight non-paying

characters such as blanks more heavily than paying characters. Also, such places as

blanks right above and below high-paying spots on the wheel are typically "heavily

weighted" to give the illusion that a big jackpot was nearly missed. This methodology is

also used in making the first reel the loosest of them all. A high paying character would

come up often on the first reel but be increasingly unlikely to come up on following reels.

This weighting system was such a great innovation that it has been actually patented. A

company by the name of IGT had the patent until 2001 on using fixed numbers greater

than or equal to 64 for modulo math.

Once again, this emphasizes that there are many variables taken into consideration

while detennining the math makeup of one of these machines. Once all of these

detenninations have been made, it is time to implement the math model into the machine..

This can be done using a computer package similar to Macromedia Director, which

integrates a sketched math model into a computer fonnat. Once approval is granted for

the project, this computer fonnat would be polished and finalized using C++ code or

another high-level language unto an EPROM. This would conclude the process for the

math segment of the gaming device and then would be "livened" up using an artwork

software package such as Photoshop.
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5.4 Project Specifications

Using the infonnation presented in Section 5.3, some specifications for the design

were decided upon. The variables that needed to be addressed included the following:

number of wheels, range of random numbers to be generated per wheel, number of

physical symbols and blanks per wheel, payout percentage, jackpot payout, and the hit

frequency. These variables and their corresponding specification range are presented in

Figure 5.1 and are discussed in the text that follows.

Variable Spec. Ranee

Number of Columns/Wheels 3-5

Range ofRandom Numbers Per Column 8 - 64

Number of Symbols Per Column 4 - 10

Number of Blanks Per Column 4 - 10

Payout Percentage 83% - 98%

Hit Frequency 8% - 15%

Jackpot Type Fixed

Jackpot Payout 250 - 5000

Figure 5.1 - Typical range of slot machine variables

A typical slot machine today has three to five wheels so this is the range I used for

the actual model. From the discussion in Section 5.3, the relationship between number of

wheels and mathematical freedom of the designer is directly proportional and inversely

proportional to consumer confidence of hitting the jackpot.

The range of random numbers generated per wheel detennines the flexibility of

the mathematical model as well as the number of symbols and blanks per wheel.

Obviously, there cannot be more total symbols (including blanks) per wheel then there
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are "spots" produced by the random number generator. Since International Gaming

Technology (IGT) had a patent on the maximum number of "spots" allowed to be

produced by a slot machine, which was sixty-four, this is the number used as the

maximum specification for this design. A minimum of eight "spots" was detennined

since it is the lowest number that could be used while still having a somewhat flexible use

for the designer.

The number of physical sYmbols and blanks per wheel are typically the same

number. This is due to the fact that two sYmbols are separated by a blank on the

conventional slot machines. However, in this design case, traditional circular reels did

not necessarily need to be used so this nonnality was not a limitation. Also, as stated in

the above paragraph, the total number of sYmbols and blanks must not exceed the number

of "spots" produced by the random number generator. A ratio between the number of

"spots" and the number of total SYmbols produces a number that is directly proportional

to the flexibility of the mathematical model. Thus, the higher the ratio, the greater the

flexibility allowed.

The previous variables discussed the physical construction of the slot machine

whereas the next three variables are more related to the mathematical structure. Both sets

of variables are interrelated, however, as evident by the previous discussion. The first of

these variables and also the one most commonly referred to, is the payout percentage.

The minimum payout percentage for this model was detennined to be 83% since that is

the lowest percentage allowable by law in New Jersey. Nevada has its minimum set at

75%, but the choice of 83% was used to make this model able to be used in all legalized

gambling states. A maximum of 98% was set by looking through slot magazines that
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listed actual ranges of new slot machines on the market. This percentage pays back a

good deal of what it takes in but still allows for a 2% profit for the casino. High

percentage payouts are found more frequently on high denomination machines since

obviously a greater amount ofmoney is being bet and being lost over the long run.

The hit frequency variable refers to the odds of the player hitting a winning

combination each time the "wheels are spun". This is believed to be the most important

parameter since it directly correlates to player retention. By consistently hitting winning

combinations, the player feels that he or she is winning, even if these jackpots are small

ones. For this purpose, I have determined that I would like to set the specifications of

this parameter to be in the high range of 8%-15%. This figure is often advertised in a

misleading fashion today to be around the 50% mark for some machines. The figures

that these companies use is based upon maximum credit play (which is often up to 90

credits per play). A winning combination of 50% includes all possible winning

combinations even ones that include as few as 1 credit payback. It can obviously be seen

how misleading this statistic can be since even though there is a 50150 chance of hitting a

winning combination, the player is far from winning by placing a 90 credit bet and

receiving 1 credit back in return. The range of 8%-15% in this design is accurate and not

misleading since there will only be one winning line possible per play.

The last variable related to the mathematical structure is the jackpot payout. This

variable refers to the highest payout possible on one spin of the wheels. A fixed jackpot

was decided upon since they are still the most popular jackpot design. A high jackpot

increases the visibility of the player but also typically decreases the above-mentioned hit

frequency since there will be less lower jackpots to compensate for the large amount of
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revenue lost when the jackpot is hit. High "spots" to total symbols ratios allow for higher

jackpots since the design flexibility is increased. A minimum specification of250 was

decided upon because anything lower would discourage players from playing this

particular machine since most slot players are looking to "get rich quick" and depending

on the denomination played, less than 250 times the initial bet does not usually make

someone rich. A maximum of 5000 was used to allow for the highest hit frequency as

possible since these variables are typically inversely correlated.

5.5 Actual Model Parameters

After much trial and error while using the project specifications as a guideline for

the slot machine design, the actual mathematical model was determined. The

characteristics of this model are given in Figure 5.2. It is impossible to list or describe

the entire thought process of how this particular model came about with all of the many

variables present. However, a description to defend the validity of each decision will be

presented in addition to a thorough investigation of all of the important mathematical

statistics involved.

The decision of three wheels for the model was determined for two reasons. The

first reason is that most current "mechanical looking" slot machines have three wheels

while the video slots normally have five. Since the ultimate goal here is to implement the

model onto hardware rather than a pure software version, three wheels would be more

typical a choice. Also as stressed before, the complexity of this design has been

simplified as much as possible for the benefit of the reader. The next variable in Figure
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5.2 refers to the range of random numbers per wheel. Fifteen was the number of choice

mainly due to the nature of the "random number generator" used in Section 7.2 of this

report. This random number generator (in the chip design) consists of a shift register that

produces a sequence of sixteen numbers and in this case the number '0000' is being

omitted for reasons discussed later in Section 7.2. It is important to note that each of the

wheels in this model will have a random number generator assigned to it.

Variable Spec. Value
Number of ColumnslWheels 3

Range ofRandom Numbers Per Column 15

Number of Symbols Per Column 5

Number of Blanks Per Column 5

Payout Percentage 93.48%

Hit Frequency 12.27%

Jackpot Type Fixed

Jackput Payout 500

Figure 5.2 - The actual model parameters

Once this variable was set at fifteen, the next task was to detennine the total

amount ofphysical symbols (including blanks) to use in the design. It is obvious in this

case that the number could be no higher than fifteen or else there would be unused

symbols with no random number associated to them. The resolution was to provide nine

total symbols (five physical symbols and four blanks) to allow six extraneous "spots" for

design flexibility as well as to provide a realistic number of symbols on each reel.
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These variables dealt mostly with the physical construction of the design whereas

the next ones deal with the mathematical structure. Since the origin of this design was

more of a trial and error nature as previously discussed, it is hard to pinpoint the reason

that these figured were picked other than the reason as to meet the outlined specifications.

Figure 5.3 lists the number of "spots" assigned to every individual color and each

column.

Column I Column 2 Column 3

Red I 1 1

Blue 2 I 1

Green 3 2 1

Orange 3 3 1

Purple 2 4 4

White 4 4 7

L Total 15 15 15

Figure 5.3 - The number of "spots" assigned to each color in each column

The next logical step after creating Figure 5.3 was to actually assign each of the

numbers (one through fifteen) to one of the colors. This was done on as random a basis

as possible to try to maximize the unpredictability of the entire machine. The number

assignments for each color in each column are given in Figure 5.4.
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Digit Column 1 Column 2 Column 3

1 Blue Orange Purple

2 Orange Green Red

3 White White White

4 Red Purple Blue

5 Orange Blue Purple

6 Green Green White

7 White Red Purple

8 Green Purple White

9 Purple White White

10 White Orange Green

11 Orange Purple Purple

12 Blue White White

13 Green Orange Yellow

14 White Purple White

15 Purple White White

Figure 5.4 -.Corresponding digit to color by column

Figure 5.5 on the following page uses the data shown in the previous two figures

and displays the payout for each winning combination as well as the probability that each

winning combination will occur. The colors can be representative of any type of symbol

used. The total payouts for each combination are summed and a total payout percentage

of93.48% is calculated. This falls within the project specifications of between an 83% to

98% payout. Note that the colors represent different symbols while white is a blank.
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Possible Total
Combinations Total Combinations Payout Combination Narne Payout

1 15*15*15 = 3375 500 3 Red's 500
2 15*15*15 = 3375 100 3 Blue's 200
6 15*15*15 = 3375 50 3 Green's 300
9 15*15*15 = 3375 25 3 Orange's 225
14 15*15*15 = 3375 20 2 Red's then ANY 280
28 15*15*15 = 3375 10 2 Blue's then ANY 280
210 15*15*15 = 3375 5 1 Red then ANY 2 1050
32 15*15*15 = 3375 3 3 Purple's 96
112 15*15*15 = 3375 2 3 White's 224

3155

Winning Percentage (Total Payout/Total Combinations): 93.48%

Figure 5.5 - The payout percentage of the slot machine model

Figure 5.6 on the following page lists the probability for each combination during

each play. The total of these probabilities gives the total hit frequency. As was

mentioned in the project specifications, an attempt was made to make this number as high

as possible. As can be seen from Figure 5.6, the hit frequency of this model is a

respectable 12.27%. As can be seen from the various figures, it is apparent that different

colors have different probabilities ofoccurring on each wheel. Also, by viewing the

color green on Figure 5.3, it is also apparent that the same color can have different

probabilities depending on which wheel is being discussed. The design was created like

this to increase the user's feeling that he or she was closer to winning then actually might

have been.



Combination Probabilities
3 Red's 1 * 1 * 1 = 1/3375 0.03%
3 Blue's 2 * 1 * 1 = 2/3375 0.06%

3 Green's 3 * 2 * 1 = 6/3375 0.18%
3 Orange's 3 * 3 * 1 = 9/3375 0.27%

2 Red's then ANY 1 * 1 * 14 = 14/3375 0.44%
2 Blue's then ANY 2 * 1 * 14 = 28/3375 0.83%
1 Red then ANY 2 1 * 14 *15 = 210/3375 6.22%

3 Purple's 2 * 4 * 4 = 32/3375 0.95%
All White's 4 * 4 * 7 = 112/3375 3.32%

Non - Winning 3375 - Winning = 2961/3375 87.73%
Hit Frequency Winning/Total = 414/3375 12.27%

Figure 5.6 - The probabilities for each combination on any given turn.

49
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CHAPTER VI

THE COMMON SOFTWARE PACKAGE APPROACH

6.1 The Microsoft Excel Approach

Microsoft Excel was chosen as the software package of choice to model a slot

machine since it is a program that many people use everyday and are thus familiar with it.

Also, it shows that a simple program with flexibility and programmability can be used for

purposes that do not typically come to mind.

For the three slot machine designs contained within this report, they can be

broken into these main parts: the random number generator, the physical output seen by

the user, and the interface between the first two. For this reason, these discussions of the

designs will also be broken into these same parts.

Designing the random number generator in Microsoft Excel was perhaps the

easiest of the three parts. Excel has a built in random number function called 'randO'

that "returns an evenly distributed random number greater than or equal to zero and less

than one" (as taken from Microsoft Excel's help files). Since the goal is to produce

random integers between one and fifteen as discussed in Section 5.5, some slight

modifications had to be made to this function. In order to achieve the goal, the 'randO'

function was used in the formula as so: '(INT(RANDO*15))+1 '. This formula multiplies
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the random fraction by fifteen so that the number can take on any value between zero and

fifteen (not including fifteen). From this, the 'intO' function is then used to drop any

fractional parts of the number and keep just the integer value. Since the range is between

zero and fourteen, one is added to the final number to produce the desired results. This

formula is then placed in three separate cells so that three independent random number

generators are produced; one for each virtual wheel.

The second part of the Excel design involves the physical output seen by the user,

which is divided into four additional sub-sections. These sub-sections include an

interface for the user to begin the game, visual representation of showing the SYmbol

selected on each of the three wheels during a turn, a noticeable signal that a winning

combination has occurred, and the resulting payout (if any). The first sub-section was

created by inserting a clip-art picture resembling a handle into the Excel spreadsheet.

This picture was then assigned a macro, which would run anytime that the "handle" clip

art was clicked. The actual codingofthe macro will be discussed later. The manner in

which the SYmbols were to be displayed on the spreadsheet was the next concern. In

order to accomplish the mathematical model as described in Section 5.5, there must be

actual SYmbols and blanks that can be seen by the user. The way this design fulfilled the

requirement was to make a three column by nine row space available for these SYmbols.

Each of the colors described in Section 5.5 are then actually written out in the individual

cells. A base color ofbrown was used as the background color to show when the SYmbol

is "off', while the color typed in the cell would be the background color when the SYmbol

is "on". A visual of this setup can be seen in Figure 6.1 on the following page, which

displays a non-winning combination of "Green-Red-White".
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Figure 6.1 - Display of a non-winning combination as shown to the user

The third sub-section provided the challenge of sending an obvious indication to

the user to signify that a winning combination has been hit. This was accomplished by

displaying the word "WINNER!" in large red font at the top of the screen whenever a

winning situation occurs. This is depicted in Figure 6.2, which displays the output of the

slot machine during a winning combination of "White-White-White".

Lastly, the payout had to be displayed as well when winning combinations

occurred. This is listed at the bottom of the screen and is zero for non-winning

combinations and the payout value for winning ones.
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Figure 6.2 - Display of a winning combination as shown to the user

The last part of the slot machine is also the most intricate one to explain since it

involves interfacing the random number generator with the physical model seen in Figure

6.1. The first challenge was to get the handle to physically begin the start of a tum upon

being clicked. In order to do this, a macro was created and assigned to the handle so that

it runs whenever a user clicks on it. A macro is just a small program created in Visual

Basic that is run to completion whenever the specified event occurs (in this case, the

clicking of the handle is the event). The coding of this macro is shown as Figure 6.3.

The manner in which this macro works is a very simple concept as is evident by the

concise coding shown in Figure 6.3. The macro invokes the delete command to run in

Excel, which produces an effect that is not often observed. The delete command forces
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Excel to recalculate all of the formulas present in the worksheet, including generating

new numbers for the 'rand' command, thus making it a perfect fit for this application. In

summary, each time the handle is clicked, the macro calls the delete command, which in

tum re-generates the three random numbers needed to run the entire slot machine. This

solves the problem of how to use the handle as a start function. It is important to note

that these random numbers should not be visible to the end user as can be seen in Figure

6.1. The user should never be able to see which symbols are represented by each of the

random numbers since reconstruction of the mathematical model would be simplified.

Part of the excitement and mystery of slot machines is not knowing the exact payout of

each machine and is considerably lessened when the mystery can be calculated!

Sub Spin_ReelsO

, Spin_Reels Macro
, Macro recorded 2/24/2002 by Luke Pascute
,

Selection.ClearContents
End Sub

Figure 6.3 - The coding inside of the "handle" macro.

The random numbers generated are then connected to the simulated symbols on

the spreadsheet through use of the "conditional formatting" ability in Excel. This option

can be found on the drop down menu under FORMAT» CONDITIONAL

FORMATTING and allows the appearance of a particular cell to be changed depending

on certain circumstances. This option allows the base color of brown to be the

background color of a particular cell when a random number is generated that is not

I
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assigned to that symbol. When a random number assigned to a particular symbol is

produced, the cell takes on the color typed inside of it. Each of the cells in the grid are

then assigned at least one of the numbers one through fifteen so that all fifteen numbers

are accounted for in each column (See Figure 5.7). This in effect "lights up" one of the

cells in each column. This is the same manner that a typical slot machine works. It

generates a random number for each of the wheels present and stops the wheel on the

symbol (or blank) that has been designed to correspond to that number.

Once the wheels display the selected symbols, the program needs to determine

whether it is a winning combination and if so, how much the payout needs to be. The

way that this problem was attacked was to make it as structural and easy to understand as

possible. Using intricate IF statements, the same outcome could have been achieved but

it would have been more difficult for the reader to understand. The final draft of the

design is shown in Figure 6.4, which unlike Figure 6.1, shows the coding involved that is

normally hidden from the user. As can be seen from this figure, each possible winning

combination is listed with a number to the right of it. Built in 'IF' statements are used to

display a zero when that particular combination has not been hit and a one when that

bonus has been achieved on the machine. Once these 'IF' statements determine if a

winning combinations has been hit, additional 'IF' statements are used to assign the

corresponding value to each combination.

The two main cells that determine payout can be found in the normally hidden

section of the machine shown in Figure 6.4 and are labeled 'Payout' and 'Red Bonus'.

The reason that an initial "payout" and a "red bonus" need to be calculated separately lies

within the structure of an Excel 'IF' statement. These statements allow only seven
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"ELSIF" statements within each one. Since there is a total of nine different winning

combinations with different payouts assigned to them, they need to be broken up into two

separate statements. The most logical way to do this was to separate the two bonuses

involving the first cell being red and the first and second cells being red from the rest of

the other bonuses. The final payout is what is tabulated and shown to the user in the form

seen in Figure 6.1.

R.ndom No.2 Random No.3
2 15

Rod Bonus (Ali 3) 0
Blue Bonus (.AJI 3) 0
Green Bonus 0
Or3ng8 Bo.uns 0
Red Bonus (1sl 2) 0
Bluo Bonus (1s. 2) 0
Rod Bonus (1sI1) 0
Purple Bonus 0
White Bonus 0

o

Figure 6.4 - Display of a non-winning combination as shown "behind the scenes"

Lastly, a total is taken of all of the winning combinations in order to display if one

has actually occurred. Since the number next to each of the combinations is normally a

zero ifno winning combination occurs, the sum would be zero. When any of the

combinations are hit, a one is displayed next to it and a total of one would be summed.

An 'IF' statement is used at the top of the screen to display the word "WINNER!" real
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large whenever ANY winning combination occurs. This also serves the purpose of

attracting attention to other potential users that this machine has just won someone

money. Figure 6.5 shows the internal composition of a winning combination.

A summarization of the coding behind each of the cells is provided in Appendix

B. This provides an almost comprehensive description for the reader ifhe or she would

like to try to recreate this design.

Figure 6.S - Display of a winning combination as shown "behind the scenes"
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CHAPTER VII

THE COMMON LOGIC HARDWARE APPROACH

7.1 Description of Logic Packages Used

This chapter deals with incorporating the mathematical model into a small-scale

slot machine using common digital logic chips. This design is made up of five different

logic chips that will be examined within this section. These chips include the XOR

digital logic gate (74x86), a comparator (74x85), a decoder (74x154), a counter (74x163),

and a shift register (74xI94). Each of the symbols and corresponding truth tables can be

found in Appendix C.

The 74x86 chip contains four two-input XOR digital logic gates. The active-high

output is asserted when exactly one of the two inputs is high. Since the output is asserted

only when the two inputs are different, an individual XOR gate can be used as a I-bit

comparator (comparators will be discussed more in depth with the 74x85 package).

Lastly, this gate can be used in conjunction with counters and shift registers to implement

various counting schemes as is the case in this design.

The second package to be discussed is the 74x85 4-bit comparator. This is a

standard MSI package that is commonly found within computer systems and networks.

The 74x85 takes in two 4-bit binary numbers as inputs and compares them against one
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another. After this comparison, either the less than, greater than, or equal to, active-high

output pin is asserted. Pins with these same labels are also present as input pins to

provide the capability of cascading two or more of these chips in order to create

comparators of a larger magnitude than 4-bit. It should be noted that the truth table

shown in Appendix C.l does not list all possible combinations since there would be 211 or

2048 possibilities! The output should be quite apparent to the reader for any combination

not listed, however, since the functionality of this package is quite simple. It is important

to note though that only one of either the less than, greater than, or equal to inputs and

outputs should be asserted at any given time if the chip is being used properly.

The 74xl54 commercial MSI package works as a 4-to-16 bit decoder. The

decoder receives a 4-bit signal unto its four input pins and asserts one of the sixteen

active-low output pins. Since there are 24 or sixteen possibilities from the four input pins,

there is one particular output pin corresponding to each combination. However, for the

decoding process to work properly, both of the enable inputs present on this chip must be

asserted. This package, like the 74x85, can be cascaded together to construct larger sized

decoders.

The fourth package used in the design is the 74x163 4-bit synchronous counter.

The word "synchronous" refers to the fact that all of the states change on the rising-edge

clock pulse since they are all tied to the same clock. This package is perhaps one of the

most popular MSI counters since it can count in multiples of 2, 4, 8, or 16 independently

by using either one, two, three, or all four of the outputs respectively. The active low

load input, when deasserted, allows the next state to be specified by the inputs D, C, B,

A. The active low clear input allows the next state to be the value '0000'. When either
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ENP or ENT is not asserted, the counter is held in its current state. The RCO output

produces a high logic level when the output count is '1111' and the value of the ENT

input is '1'. Once again, as is the case with many of the previous packages, the 74x163

can be cascaded in order to produce counters with ranges larger than 16.

The last chip to be examined is the 74x194 universaI4-bit, bi-directional, parallel

in & out shift register. This chip is very popular due to its extreme flexibility. It allows

the contents of its outputs to be shifted in a left or right direction and can be "wired" to

perform the functions of almost all the other common shift registers as well. In addition

to the ability to shift in the left and right directions as mentioned above, a hold and load

function is also present on this chip. A common use of this package is to use other digital

logic chips with conjunction with it to produce a "random" counter, which cycles through

all sixteen combinations in a non-sequential fashion.

7.2 Interaction of Logic Chips in Implementation

As discussed in Chapter 6, the layout of this machine can be broken up into three

different parts: the random number generator, the physically seen output, and the other

internal hardware. The first of these parts to be discussed is the random number

generator. When it comes to the computing world, random is a term that virtually does

not exist. The only real random events are the ones that occur in nature and cannot be

predicted by scientific methods, which makes the only real way to incorporate random

into a computing environment is through an interface with nature (such as amplifying

noise and sampling it). However, in most applications, it is sufficient enough to use a
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"pseudo-random" generator. This style ofnumber generation is not truly random but it is

so close that the normal user would not be able to notice. Pseudo-random number

generation is much easier, efficient, and cheaper technique so therefore it is the one of

choice for this design. The purpose of the pseudo-random generator is to randomly

generate three numbers when the 'BEGIN' switch is asserted. This approach uses a

linear shift register to continually produce four random binary numbers at the desired

clock specification until the user asserts the 'BEGIN' input, which will hold the numbers

being generated at this exact time. Once the game is over, the random number generator

would work again and generate more random numbers until the same sequence occurs.

The reason that the randomness can be assured is that the user has no visible means of

seeing just what numbers are being produced at any given time along with the fact that

the average user would not know that a 74x194 chip was being used as a random number

generator or the actual clock cycle speed for each reel.

The shift register is hooked up so that three of the four binary inputs are wired to

ground while the fourth is wired to 5 Volts. Outputs "Qa" and "Qb" of the linear shift

register are connected to the inputs of an XOR gate. The output of the XOR gate is then

connected to the 'SL' input of the shift register. This allows the outputs of the shift

register to cycle through all of the binary numbers starting from '0001' through '1111 ' in

a pseudo-random fashion. All of the above-mentioned connections can be viewed by

referencing the schematic in Figure 7.1 at the end of this section.

The second part of the slot machine is the other hardware components besides the

random number generator. The chips themselves have already been discussed in depth

but the integration of them will be discussed further here. The 74xI63 counter is used to
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cycle through all of the possible combinations starting from '0000' through '1111' in

numerical order. These numbers are fed into a 4-to-16 decoder and also the comparator.

The comparator compares the number being produced by the 74x163 counter against the

one that was produced by the random number generator. Once these two numbers are

equal, the comparator's "equal to" output is asserted and is used to stop the 74x163 from

cycling. Once the cycling has ceased, the 4-to-16 decoder asserts one of the 16 total

outputs possible and thus becomes the selected symbol for that reel. The next reel is then

asserted and the process continues until a symbol has been selected by all three and

remains there until the begin switch is asserted again. Once more, these connections are

available for viewing in Figure 7.1.

The third part of the design that has yet to be discussed is the visible part to the

user. The three reels of the slot machine could be simulated using three different

columns ofmulticolored LED's. There are nine visible lights in each reel with a color

LED representing a symbol and a white (or clear) LED representing a blank. This output

would be displayed in exactly the same manner as is modeled in the Excel model except

that it would actually be hardwired to the circuit. The digital logic chips along with the

main power and ground are all wired to SIK sockets (breadboards) and a begin switch is

constructed on the Heathkit Trainer so as to simulate the beginning of a game when a

coin is normally inserted.

In order to verify the functionality of this circuit, the design of a single reel was

configured and simulated using MicroSim's PSpice Version 8. While this could have

been done using the MAX+PLUS II software as well, PSpice was used in order to show
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the multitude of tools available at the university to the interested designer. The

aforementioned schematic shown in Figure 7.1 was used as the input for the simulation.

Through observation of this figure, the previous discussions in this chapter should

become more apparent. An input signal 'BEGIN' is connected to a clock signal, which is

used to simulate a user starting the machine. Each of values 'C1R1' to 'C1R16' would

represent all of the possible random values for a particular reel. Since the 74x194 is

configured to never take on the value zero, it is impossible for the 'C1R1 ' value (which

represents 0) to be selected. For the interested reader, the programming of the four

clocks present in this device·is shown in Appendix D.1.

Appendix D.2 contains two timing diagrams that were generated upon simulation

of the circuit in Figure 7.1. The first diagram shows the circuit's behavior for times Os to

700us. It can be seen from this figure that once the begin input is asserted, the 'SHIFT1'

internal signal (which is the output of the 74x194 linear shift register) holds at it's present

number (E16 in the first case and Bl6 when 'BEGIN' is asserted for a second time). The

'COUNT1' internal signal (which is the output of the 74x163 counter) would continue

counting until the same number as was produced by the random number generator

(74x163) was reached. In the first assertion of the 'BEGIN' input, this value was never

reached before 'BEGIN' was de-asserted. This would be a problem in real life but

generally a delay would be built into the slot machine that would hold the 'BEGIN'

signal for at least one count cycle at the absolute minimum. During the second assertion

of the 'BEGIN' input, it can be seen that the value ofB l6 is reached by the counter while

'BEGIN' is still asserted and thus holds it's value at B16. It can be seen that the system

output that would be connected to the physical output seen by the user is also held and is
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represented by the 'CIRI2' signal (representing a value of 11 in the mathematical

model).

The second timing diagram in Appendix D.2 is a magnification ofthe first. This

was provided so that it would be possible to see the counting sequence of the 'SHIFTl'

signal. Since the clock pulse for it is moving so quickly, it is impossible to distinguish

anything legible from the first timing diagram. The second shows the characteristics

between Os and 30us and clearly demonstrates that the 'SHIFTl' is indeed producing a

non-sequential counting sequence. It can also be seen that this counting sequences ceases

at almost the exact instance that the 'BEGIN' input is asserted.
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Figure 7.1 - The design for a single-reel of the slot machine as seen in PSpice.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE CPLD APPROACH USING ALTERA PRODUCTS

8.1 Introduction

A detailed description of how to use the MAX+PLUS® II software distributed by

the Altera Corporation along with the UPl Educational Board in order to implement the

slot machine design is presented in this chapter. In order to accomplish this, VHDL was

used as the design entry method of choice. The process in which VHDL translates into

an actual circuit for this design is through use of the MAX+PLUS® II software design

approach as described in Chapter 4, which consists of four main steps: design entry,

design processing, design verification, and device programming. Since all of these areas

require quite an extensive discussion, they will be examined within this chapter as

separate sections. Along with this discussion, the steps of design implementation are

outlined as specifically as possible so they could be followed like a tutorial. Most of the

information in this chapter is based upon the references [14], [15 ] and [31], thus the

interested reader should consult these sources for a more detailed discussion about any of

the topics contained within.
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8.2 The Design Entry Stage

When using the MAX+PLUS® II software, there are a variety of options

available to the user for design implementation. For this particular project, the goal was

to implement the design using VHDL, thus making the text editor the key utility needed

for entry. The text editor allows not only VHDL designs to be entered but also Verilog

HDL and AHDL coded ones as well. While it is also possible to write the code in other

word-processing editors, this particular one is useful since it provides color-coding for

reserved keywords, basic templates, and troubleshooting advantages. The text editor is

invoked from MAX+PLUS® II's main screen, which is shown in Figure 8.1. As can be

seen, the shortcut to launch the editor is found under the menu titled "MAX+plus II".

Figure 8.1 - The main MAX+PLUS® II screen.
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Once the mouse is used to click on this shortcut, the text editor is executed and

the screen shown in Figure 8.2 appears. This figure shows that there are new menu

selections in the text editor that are not available on the main screen. One of these

features can be found by selecting the "Utilities" menu on the top of the screen. From

this menu, the aforementioned templates for the AHDL, VHDL and Verilog languages

are found, which provide the basic format for structures ranging from case statements to

architecture bodies to a full counter design. This allows the novice programmer to get a

better feel for the language format as well as allow the advanced user to skip some

monotonous coding.

..1

·r

Figure 8.2 - The main MAX+PLUS® II text editor screen.
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The text editor also contains utilities that can be used to manually assign pin

numbers, hardware devices, and timing requirements to the design. These features can

appropriately be found under the "Assign" menu. Also, there are attributes in this editor

that are common to most others. A "find text" feature can be found on the "Utilities"

menu, the font type, size and the ability to switch on and off syntax coloring is under the

"Options" menu, and there is a help section containing information on the text editor in

addition to VHDL, AHDL, and Verilog advice.

Now that the basics of the text editor have been discussed, the VHDL code being

inserted into it for the slot machine design will be examined. This code is displayed as

Figure 8.3 on Pages 70-74 ofthis report. Through observation of the code, it can be seen

that there is a single entity and architecture declaration like any typical VHDL program.

The entity reveals that there are 'START' and 'GO' inputs in addition to three clock ones

('CLK', 'CLK2', and 'CLK3'). The clocks inputs will be set to three different

frequencies for the design and are used as the drivers for the random number generator.

The 'GO' input is used solely as a stability feature to eliminate glitches and will be

connected so that it is always set to a 'l' logic level. Lastly, the 'START' input is used

to simulate the user inserting a new credit just as the 'BEGIN' input was used in the

Chapter 7 design. Once 'START' is asserted, one output will be selected from each of

the three reels.

The entity also contains the declaration for three output columns in the design.

They are labeled as 'COLUMNl', 'COLUMN2', and 'COLUMN3' and are declared so

they contain nine elements in the array for each column (which are used to represent each

color or blank). The entity is then terminated with the end command. It is important to
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note that the entity name in the MAX+PLUS® II software must match the filename it is

contained within or else it will not compile!

The second main part of the VHDL program is the architecture. Judging by the

length of this particular architecture, the reader would assume it is complex. This is not

the case, however, since the same string ofcode is copied over three times for each of the

reels with only slight modifications. The first section in the architecture is the declaration

of signals and constants. For each of symbols that are present on the reels, there is a

corresponding constant associated with it. This constant would set the logic value to '1'

for the light that is being declared, while the rest on that reel remain at '0'. Also, three

signals are declared for each of the random numbers being generated during execution.

After completion of the declarations, a process statement is used to signify a logic

circuit written in a behavioral style. This statement requires that all statements following

the 'begin' keyword be performed in a sequential fashion as opposed to the typical

concurrent execution.

Each of the three reels is then setup in the same manner with a different clock

frequency associated to each of them. A block of 'IF' statements are first used to

increment the random number associated with each reel during each clock pulse's rising

edge when the 'START' input is not asserted. A nested 'IF' statement then checks to see

if the total has reached fifteen, and if so, it resets the value back to one. This creates a

sequential counter of integers taking on values from one to fifteen. This sequence

continues to execute until the 'START' input becomes asserted. At this time, the current

random value of each reel is checked upon a series of conditions within a case statement.
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Each of the fifteen possible values has been assigned a corresponding color

output as outlined by Figure 5.4. While the 'START' input continues to be asserted, one

symbol from each reel is asserted as well to signify the selected combination for that

particular tum. Once the user changes the 'START' input to zero (which would represent

the end of one game play in a real setting), this entire process begins again. The

procedure will be more clear in Section 8.4, which displays the simulation results.

Once any VHDL code is completed within the text editor, it should be saved

using a ".vhd" extension to signify it is written in VHDL code. Also, the file should be

set to the current project as this will be necessary for future steps. This is done by

selecting FILE » PROJECT » SET PROJECT TO CURRENT FILE.

The last step of the data entry portion of the design process is to check the

program for basic errors. This is accomplished by selecting FILE » PROJECT SAVE

& CHECK or by pressing CTRL+K as a shortcut. This saves the current file and invokes

the compiler window. The compiler's extractor module then checks the file for errors

and outputs a message stating the total numbers of errors and warnings found.

-- Slot Machine Design written in VHDL
library ieee;

use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;
use ieee.std_logic_arith.all;

entity luke3 is
port (CLK, CLK2, CLK3, START, GO: in STD_LOGIC;

COLUMN1: out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(8 downto 0);
COLUMN2: out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(8 downto 0);
COLUMN3: out STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(8 downto 0));

end luke3;

architecture SLOT MACHINE of luke3 is
constant RED: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(l to 9) := "100000000";

Figure 8.3 - The slot machine design written in VHDL code.
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constant WHITE1: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(l to 9) := "010000000";
constant BLUE: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(l to 9) := "001000000";
constant WHITE2: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(l to 9) := "000100000";
constant GREEN: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(l to 9) := "000010000";
constant WHITE3: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(l to 9) .- "000001000";
constant ORANGE: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(l to 9) := "000000100";
constant WHITE4: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(l to 9) .- "000000010";
constant PURPLE: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR(l to 9) := "000000001";
signal RAND1: UNSIGNED (3 downto 0);
signal RAND2: UNSIGNED (3 downto 0);
signal RAND3: UNSIGNED (3 downto 0);
begin

process (CLK, CLK2, CLK3, RAND1, GO)
begin

if CLK'event and CLK='l' then
if START/='O' then
elsif (GO='l') and (RAND1=15) then RAND1 <= ('0', '0', '0', '1');
elsif (GO='l') then RAND1 <= RAND1 + 1;
end if;

end if;
case RAND1 is

when "0001" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN1 <= BLUE;
else COLUMN1 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "0010" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN1 <= ORANGE;
else COLUMN1 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "0011" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN1 <= WHITE1;
else COLUMN1<= "000000000";
end if;

when "0100" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN1 <= RED;
else COLUMN1 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "0101" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN1 <= ORANGE;
else COLUMN1 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "0110" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMNl <= GREEN;
else COLUMNl <= "000000000";
end if;

when "0111" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMNl <= WHITE3;
else COLUMN1 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "1000" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN1 <= GREEN;
else COLUMN1 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "1001" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN1 <= PURPLE;
else COLUMNl <= "000000000";
end if;

when "1010" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN1 <= WHITE2;
else COLUMN1 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "1011" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN1 <= ORANGE;
else COLUMN1 <= "000000000";

Figure 8.3 (cont.) - The slot machine design written in VHDL code.



end ifj
when "1100" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN1 <= BLUEj

else COLUMN1 <= "OOOOOOOOO"j
end ifj

when "1101" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN1 <= GREENj
else COLUMN1 <= "OOOOOOOOO"j
end ifj

when "1110" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN1 <= WHITE4j
else COLUMN1 <= "OOOOOOOOO"j
end ifj

when "1111" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN1 <= PURPLEj
else COLUMN1 <= "OOOOOOOOO"j
end ifj

when others => COLUMN1 <= "000000000";
end casej

if CLK2'event and CLK2='1' then
if START/='O' then
elsif (GO='l') and (RAND2=15) then RAND2 <= ('0', '0', '0', 'l')j
elsif (GO='l') then RAND2 <= RAND2 + 1j
end ifj

end ifj
case RAND2 is

when "0001" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN2 <= ORANGEj
else COLUMN2 <= "OOOOOOOOO"j
end ifj

when "0010" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN2 <= GREENj
els2 COLUMN2 <= "OOOOOOOOO"j
end ifj

when "0011" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN2 <= WHITE2j
else COLUMN2 <= "OOOOOOOOO"j
end if;

when "0100" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN2 <= PURPLEj
else COLUMN2 <= "OOOOOOOOO"j
end if;

when "0101" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN2 <= BLUEj
else COLUMN2 <= "OOOOOOOOO"j
end if;

when "0110" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN2 <= GREEN;
else COLUMN2 <= "OOOOOOOOO"j
end ifj

when "0111" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN2 <= REDj
else COLUMN2 <= "OOOOOOOOO"j
end ifj

when "1000" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN2 <= PURPLEj
else COLUMN2 <= "OOOOOOOOO"j
end ifj

when "1001" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN2 <= WHITE1j
else COLUMN2 <= "OOOOOOOOO"j
end ifj

when "1010" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN2 <= ORANGEj
else COLUMN2 <= "OOOOOOOOO"j
end ifj

when "1011" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN2 <= PURPLEj

Figure 8.3 (cont.) - The slot machine design written in VHDL code.
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else COLUMN2 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "1100" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN2 <= WHITE3;
else COLUMN2 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "1101" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN2 <= ORANGE;
else COLUMN2 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "1110" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN2 <= PURPLE;
else COLUMN2 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "1111" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN2 <= WHITE4;
else COLUMN2 <= "000000000";
end if;

when others => COLUMN2 <= "000000000";
end case;
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if CLK3'event and CLK3='l' then
if START/='O' then
elsif (GO='l') and (RAND3=15) then RAND3 <= ('0', '0', '0', '1');
elsif (GO='l') then RAND3 <= RAND3 + 1;
end if;

end if;
case RAND3 is

when "0001" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN3 <= PURPLE;
else COLUMN3 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "0010" .=> if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN3 <= RED;
else COLUMN3 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "0011" => if (START~'l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN3 <= WHITE1;
else COLUMN3 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "0100" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN3 <= BLUE;
else COLUMN3 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "0101" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN3 <= PURPLE;
else COLUMN3 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "0110" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN3 <= WHITE1;
else COLUMN3 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "0111" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN3 <= PURPLE;
else COLUMN3 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "1000" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN3 <= WHITE2;
else COLUMN3 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "lOOP => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN3 <= WHITE1;
else COLUMN3 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "1010" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN3 <= GREEN;
else COLUMN3 <= "000000000";

Figure 8.3 (cant.) - The slot machine design written in VHDL code.
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end if;
when "1011" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN3 <= PURPLE;

else COLUMN3 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "1100" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN3 <= WHITE2;
else COLUMN3 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "1101" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN3 <= ORANGE;
else COLUMN3 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "1110" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN3 <= WHITE4;
else COLUMN3 <= "000000000";
end if;

when "1111" => if (START='l') and (GO='l') then COLUMN3 <= WHITE3;
else COLUMN3 <= "000000000";
end if;

when others => COLUMN3 <= "000000000";
end case;

end process;
end SLOT MACHINE;

Figure 8.3 (cont.) - The slot machine design written in VHDL code.

8.3 The Design Processing Stage

The design processor within the software is designed to process projects for most

of Altera' s Hardware including the UP 1 educational board devices. The main feature of

the processor in the MAX+PLUS® II software is the compiler. The compiler is a utility

that performs many critical functions for future stages of design implementation. Some

of these functions include error-checking capabilities, timing analyses, and device fitting.

It is the link that deciphers the information input by the user into computer-friendly data

used in the verification and programming stages.

In order to invoke the compiler, it should be selected from the MAX+PLUS® II

menu on the main screen. Once the compiler has been selected, the screen shown as

Figure 8.4 (on the following page) will appear. In order to properly run the compiler,

however, a device must first be specified so that the design can be properly routed for the
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desired hardware. The device is specified by selecting ASSIGN » DEVICE from the

menu. A dialog box appears and from the MAX7000 device family, EPM7128SLC84-7

should be chosen when targeting the CPLD on the UP1 educational board. It is important

to note that the box next to "Show Only Fastest Speed Grades" on the "Assign Device"

dialog box should be unchecked or else the EPM7128SLC84-7 device will not be shown!

Once the device is specified, the compilation process is ready to begin. In order to start

it, the user must simply click the "Start" button depicted in Figure 8.4. While the

compiler is running, the hourglass will begin to empty and flip and a tracking bar

indicating the completion percentage at the bottom of the screen will grow. If any errors

occur during the process, Altera's message processor window will open and display what

kind of problem was found. This feature will be discussed more in depth later in this

chapter.

Figure 8.4 - The MAX+PLUS® II compiler screen.
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Another event that occurs during the compilation process is that the modules

inside the rectangular boxes seen in Figure 8.4 are darkened as they are completed. Each

of these modules represents a component of the compilation process. These modules will

be summarized briefly to enlighten the reader on all that is occurring "behind the scenes"

during this stage of the design process.

The first module the compiler uses is the compiler net extractor. The

responsibility of this module is to convert all of the design entry files associated with the

project into a single binary netlist file. Also, for projects containing more than one file,

this module records how these files and all nodes presented in the design are interrelated.

Using the information generated above, the next module (database builder) is able

to construct a single database containing all of the necessary information for the rest of

the compilation process. While building the database, this module also checks for

connectivity, consistency, and errors throughout the design. This database serves as a

base for constant updates as the compiler moves along to the following modules.

Once this database has been created, the logic synthesizer accesses the

information and attempts to minimize the necessary resources for the device specified. It

also removes information for any unconnected nodes found within the design to

maximize efficiency.

Once in a while, despite the fact that the logic synthesizer acts to minimize the

number of resources necessary on the design, it is still not possible to fit everything on

the single device specified. It is then the job of the partitioner to divide the database in a

manner that the smallest number of devices possible is required for implementation.
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After leaving the partitioner module, the updated database enters the fitter. The

fitter uses the project information from the database in addition to the identified resources

available from the specified device in order to best implement the design. The fitter then

assigns details of the design such as the logic and va cells and specific pin numbers to

use. This information is then stored in a report file, which can be viewed by double

clicking on the rectangular object titled ".rpt" underneath the fitter block after the

compilation is completed. The report file can be quite lengthy such as the case for this

particular circuit, which can be found in Appendix E.

The next module in line for the compilation process is the timing simulator netlist

file (SNF) extractor. This module's job is to create a netlist file, which is used to hold the

timing information for the project. This file is important during the simulation stage of

the design process since this information is often needed for functional and timing

analyses.

Lastly, the process reaches the assembler module. Where the timing SNF

extractor generated crucial information for simulation, the assembler produces critical

data for the programming stage. It creates a plethora of different programming images to

be used in conjunction with the MAX+PLUS® II software and the Altera hardware.

Figure 8.5 below displays the screen shown upon a successful compilation.

1__0 5....° -----~I

I Stllrtl

Figure 8.5 - The MAX+PLUS® II screen after a successful compilation.
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Despite the fact that a design appears to be correct before attempting to compile it

for the first time; there inevitably seems to be at least one error. With this fact in mind,

Altera created a message processor to be used in conjunction with the compiler. When a

compilation fails for any reason, this processor automatically opens up and gives

pertinent information to best help the user troubleshoot the problem. Figure 8.6 shows

what the screen looks like during an unsuccessful compilation.

Figure 8.6 - The MAX+PLUS® II screen after an unsuccessful compilation.

As seen from the figure, the progress bar on the compiler screen does not fully

reach 100% and error (written in red font) and warning messages (written in blue font)

appear inside of the message processor. For VHDL simulations, these messages detail
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the line number, the file, and the reason for the error. By pressing the locate button

below the processor, the user is automatically taken to the location in the code for the

error currently highlighted. In addition to these helpful items, Altera also provides a

listing of almost all possible errors and warning messages in the help menu and

suggestions to troubleshoot them. This menu can be reached easily by clicking on the

help on message button as seen in Figure 8.6.

There are also two other utilities that can be selected during the compilation stage

that were found to be very helpful. The first of these is the smart recompile command.

After a full compilation, this utility determines which of the modules are needed for

subsequent compilations based on changes since the previous one. The advantage of this

command is that it can greatly reduce the time required for compilation; especially for

large projects. Ifthere were no changes since the last time the compiler was initiated, a

screen identical to Figure 8.7 will appear.

&Compder I!!IiIilEi

I/o

I ~t3rt t

Project has not changed since last compilation

~l

I. ~Message •~I 0 of 1

!CL,(u:ale ~il 0 of 0

r Locate in floorplan Editor

I Locate All i
IH~lp oriMessagel

Figure 8.7 - The MAX+PLUS® II compiler with the smart recompile command on.
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The second useful utility available from the processing menu is the design doctor.

This utility, when turned on, checks the design files in the project for consistency on a

system-level since these are not easily caught in simulation. The checks performed are

user-selected ones through the specification of a set of design rules.

8.4 The Design Verification Stage

Now that the design has been entered and translated into a computer recognizable

format, it is time to verify it before implementation. In order to do this, Altera provides a

simulator application to be used in conjunction with the waveform editor and timing

analyzer.

In order to successfully run the simulator, a ".scf' file must first be created with

the waveform editor. Both the simulator and waveform editor can be selected from the

MAX+PLUS® II menu on the main screen. When opening the waveform editor, a

screen appears as shown in Figure 8.8 on the following page.

On the screen shown in Figure 8.8, various signals can be added that represent

inputs, outputs, or internal signals found in the design. In order to enter these signals, the

user should select NODE» ENTER NODES FROM SNF. Once this has done, the

dialogue box seen in Figure 8.9 on Page 82 appears. The "List" button located in the

upper right hand comer of the dialogue box allows all of the nodes available in the design

to be viewed. These nodes will appear selected in the "Available Nodes & Groups"

textbox. They can then be selected to use on the waveform editor by pressing the arrow

pointing to the right and then OK.
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Figure 8.8 - The waveform editor's main screen.

Once the desired nodes have been selected, they are denoted on the waveform

editor screen with either an 'I' for input, '0' for output, or 'B' for a buried or internal

node. The initial default value is also shown, which is a logic low '0' for inputs and an

indeterminate 'X' for outputs and buried nodes.

Now that the desired nodes have been entered, it is time to modify them so that

they can be used for simulation. There is no need to change anything on the outputs or

buried nodes since the simulator will update them accordingly depending on the input

values.
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Figure 8.9 - The "Enter Nodes from SNF" dialogue box.

The first step to editing a signal starts with selecting the wavefonn. This is done

by a single mouse click on the desired wavefonn. Once this is perfonned, the too1bar on

the left side ofFigure 8.8 is used to edit the input wavefonns. There are four buttons

present on this too1bar, which can create a constant wavefonn throughout the duration of

simulation. These buttons are labeled '0', '1', 'X' and '2' and represent constant low,

high, undefined, and hi-impedance values respectively. These buttons are valuable tools

especially when detennining outputs for one particular set of inputs, however it is often

necessary to simulate clocks or rapidly changing inputs. For this reason, the

MAX+PLUS® II software provides functions that can either specify a clock or counter

sequence. The button with the a1ann clock symbol represents the overwrite clock

function. When selecting this function, the dialog box as shown in Figure 8.10 will

appear. As can be seen in the figure, the starting value of the clock function can be
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specified as well as the clock period. One important note to keep in mind is that the

clock period will not be able to be varied unless the "Snap to Grid" utility is turned off.

Figure 8.10 - The "Overwrite Clock" Dialogue Box.

The other waveform editor button that allows changing values to be specified is

called "overwrite count value" button. A snapshot of this dialogue box is shown in

Figure 8.11. This particular function is very similar to the overwrite clock function but is

simpler with multi-node waveforms. It allows the user to specify the starting and ending

values of count sequences as well as the increment value, count type, and count interval.

The last tool for editing waveforms can be selected by pressing the button.

This tool allows the user to manually edit the waveforms on the editor as deemed

necessary.

Overwrite Count Value EJ

Count

Figure 8.11 - The "Overwrite Count Value" Dialogue Box.
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The last step in setting up the ".scf' file is to edit the simulation screen

appropriately. The end time of the simulation can be specified by going to the FILE»

END TIME. Also, the grid size can be changed, turned on or off in addition to the snap

to grid function from the 'Options' menu to best suit the user's intentions. The procedure

of creating the most relevant ".scf' file is often a cyclical one since it is often necessary

to go back and edit the waveforms appropriately when changing any of the grid or end

time options.

Once the ".scf' file is properly setup, it is possible to now run the simulation at

this point. The first step of this process is to launch the simulator by selecting it from the

"Max+PLUS II" menu on the main screen (Figure 8.1). A snapshot of the window

generated by invoking the simulator is depicted in Figure 8.12.

St.lrt Time: 10.Ono fnd Time: 11.00

~. ~ ~::~~~:----' r Oodllatlon ~lnJ=ln="=~ 1

r thedc Oulpulo r GI/leh L-Iuu_n_,_J I

I Hl:lp on Message I

Figure 8.12 - The MAX+PLUS® II simulator main screen.
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From this screen, the simulator can be executed by pressing the "Start" button. If

the waveform file is not visible, it can be opened by pressing the "Open SCF" button.

Also, the starting and ending times of the simulation can be specified in the dialogue box.

If a successful simulation occurs, a red bar will fill the progress bar and a message box

will pop up on the screen similar to the one shown in Figure 8.13. This box displays the

simulation's end time and the number of errors and warnings generated.

Figure 8.13 - The message box for a successful simulation.

For the slot machine design, two pertinent simulation waveform graphs are

provided on the following two pages. The first simulation shown in Figure 8.14 displays

each ofthe most important signals included in this design. The total time for these

signals were scaled down to one second to save on compilation time and resources, yet, it

still allows the functionality of the design to be conveyed. The input 'GO' should always

be set to a logic high value when the circuit is working properly. The 'CLK', 'CLK1',

and 'CLK3' inputs are connected to clocks of different frequencies to drive the three

random number generators. The other input 'START' holds each random number being

produced at the instant of assertion until the value changes back to a logic low value. The

buried signals 'RAND!', 'RAND2', and 'RAND3' are the actual random numbers being

generated. It can be seen from Figure 8.14 that these values hold their value once

'START' is asserted just as they were designed to do.



Figure 8.14 - The full simulation results for the digital slot machine design.
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Figure 8.15 - The simulation results over an 8ms time period.
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The method by which the outputs are labeled are by applying the word COLUMN

followed by the column number and a symbol number displaying where it would appear

on the slot machine output. Figure 8.14 shows that one and only one value is selected for

each column when 'START' is asserted. Figure 8.15 depicts a portion of the simulation

shown in Figure 8.14 over a much smaller time period so that the actual counting

sequences of the random numbers can be viewed.

Once the functional simulation part of the verification process has been

completed, it is time to perform a timing analysis. Some timing results such as glitches

can be found by simply viewing the ".scf' file after simulation. However, the actual

values of the timing information can be found by using the timing analyzer in the

MAX+PLUS® II software. This utility can be invoked by selecting the timing analyzer

from the under the MAX+PLUS® II menu on the main screen (Figure 8.1).

Within this application, there are three typical analysis modes that can be

performed and are found under the "Analysis" menu upon launching. The first of these

and the most common is the delay matrix. This matrix allows the user to specify a series

of input and output nodes and then the corresponding delay time between each is

calculated. The main screen for the delay matrix is displayed in Figure 8.16. In order to

specify which nodes to use during the analysis, the user should select NODE » TIMING

ANALYSIS SOURCE to specify the desired input nodes and NODE » TIMING

ANALYSIS DESTINAnON for the outputs. Once this is performed, the output nodes

are shown on the top of the matrix whereas the inputs will be seen on the left side of it.

The last step of the process is to press the 'Start' button on the delay matrix screen and

the delay values will then appear.
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The results of the delay matrix for this project can be found in Appendix F. The

propagation times for the clocks to reach the outputs were calculated to be 9.5ns, 9.5ns,

and 12.5ns for the symbols on reels one, two, and three respectively. The important fact

is that these times are small enough to be non-visible to the user as well as consistent for

all of the symbols on each reel.

Figure 8.16 - The delay matrix screen for the timing analyzer.

Another tool that can be selected in the timing analyzer is the registered

performance mode. This mode "analyzes registered logic for a performance-limiting

delay, minimum clock period, and maximum circuit frequency". Also, a Setup/Hold
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Matrix mode is available for use for circuits containing flip-flops and latches. It does

exactly what its name states and calculates "the minimum setup and hold requirements

from input pins to signal inputs" [15]. These modes were not as pertinent to this design

like the delay matrix was so the generated results were omitted from this report.

One useful feature about the timing analyzer is that it allows the user the select a

specific node (either source or destination) and view any and all delay paths that are

attributed to it. Also, the Message Processor can be used in accordance with the Timing

Analyzer by selecting the "List Paths" from the delay matrix screen shown in Figure 8.16

once the analysis has taken place. This opens the message window and displays all paths

for a specific node.

8.5 The Design.Programming Stage

The last stage of the design process involves the actual programming of the

hardware device. In order to transfer the appropriate information from the software to the

hardware, the device must first be setup properly. On the UPI educational board, there

are four sets ofjumpers that can be set to either program the CPLD, the FPGA, both, or a

string ofmultiple boards together. To configure the jumpers properly, one should consult

the user guide [14] that is packaged with the board. For this particular application, the

goal was to solely program the CPLD so the jumpers were placed on the upper two

positions in each of the columns.

Another requirement for of the UPI educational board setup is to connect a seven

to nine Volt DC power supply with a minimum of three hundred fifty rnA to the DC_IN
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power input. The ideal source is a nine Yolt DC power supply with close to one Amp of

current. For this particular experiment, a nine Yolt, eight hundred rnA DC power supply

purchased from Radio Shack was used and converts its power from a regular household

power outlet. Once proper power is supplied to the board, the 'Power' LED should be lit

to indicate it is functioning properly.

The last step with the hardware setup is to connect it to the parallel port of a

computer running MAX+PLUS® II with the proper software key. This is done through

use of the ByteBlasterMY™ download cable. It connects between the parallel port to the

'JTAG_IN' ten pin male header on the UPI education board. The board must be

powered up to transfer information since the ByteBlasterMy™ receives its power and

ground from the board itself. This concludes the necessary adjustments to be performed

on the actual hardware.

As for the software aspect of the programming process, the MAX+PLUS® II

software provides an application that is launched from the MAX+PLUS® II main screen.

The screen for the programmer application is shown in Figure 8.16. It uses files that

were previously generated by the compiler and allows the user to do the multitude of

activities displayed on the buttons in Figure 8.16. Before performing any of these

activities though, it is important to make sure that the file and device are the desired ones

for the project. The name of the file should be the name of the project with a '.pof'

extension and the CPLD for the educational board is the EPM7128SLC84-7.

Since the CPLD on the education boards is EEPROM based, it is not necessary to

run a blank check because the device does not have to be blank to program over the

existing information. In order to change the file name, select FILE »
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PROGRAMMING FILE from the menu on the programmer screen. The device can be

changed by selecting the device option by going to ASSIGN » SELECTING THE

DEVICE.

{)tf Programmer R[!J13

r Security Bit

File: luke3.pof

Device: EPM1128SLC84-1

Checksum: 001 DOA85

Figure 8.16 - The Altera MAX+PLUS® II programmer screen.

The last task is then to simply press the "Program" button from the programmer

screen. If no problems arise, the progress bar will fill to completion and no errors or

warnings will appear in the message processor window. To test that the data contained

within the current'.pof file is the same that is now on the hardware device, the "Verify"

button can be selected from the programmer menu. The device can now be unconnected

from the ByteBlasterMV™ download cable and be used in the desired application. Since



the EPM7128SLC84-7 CPLD is a non-volatile hardware device, the power supply can

also be unconnected and moved without the chip losing the contents.

93
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CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSION

9.1 - Summary

The development of programmable logic devices began in the mid 1970's out ofa

need to produce a logic device that could not only be designed but also built by the same

company. As the need for larger capabilities continued to grow, so did the complexity of

the architectures of these devices. The most commonly used devices today are integrated

circuits in the very large scale integration category such as complex programmable logic

devices (CPLDs) and field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).

Since the architecture of these devices is so complex that it is virtually impossible

to list all the single connections needed to implement a design, computer aided design

tools and hardware description languages were developed. One of the established

manufacturers of programmable logic hardware and software products is the Altera

Corporation. One of the most common software packages they produce is the

MAX+PLUS® II software, which provides a fully integrated environment for

programmable logic design. This software allows the designer to use this package for the

entire design process from entry to implementation.

The multitude of entry methods supported with this software helps provide a

friendly environment for designers of various skill levels. The advent of the hardware

description languages provides the designer with the ability to input the specifics and
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behavior of the desired circuit into a text editor to allow the software to generate the

design logistics that formerly had to be worked out manually. This allows the designer to

make slight modifications to a design in a quick and efficient manner.

The author has provided two designs to contrast the previous design methodology

with the one currently used in industry today. The circuit using VHDL demonstrates the

advantages of the newer design processes, which includes faster development time, less

hardware components, and ease of modification.

9.2 - Project Results

The intent of this design was to provide an educational resource from which

future students could learn the basics of programmable logic and the design process

involved. In order to accomplish this, the history for many aspects of the topic was

given as well as a thorough discussion of the design thought process. Also, a series of

tutorials is given to aide the novice programmer to easily learn VHDL. Furthermore, the

design implementation is described in a step-by-step fashion so that any interested reader

can easily follow the steps to develop his or her own design.

While providing this research, some ideas were generated for improvement on the

design tools. One of these was to make the VHDL text editor in Altera more user

friendly. It seems as if the company is trying to impose their version, AHDL, upon the

users by providing additional features. VHDL is such a complex language to learn that

all attempts at providing a friendly environment (such as Visual Basic's) should be made.

Also, it would be nice if the schematic editor provided a list of components to choose
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from, as does MicroSim's PSpice and Xilinx's Foundation Series. These programs allow

the user to see what components can be used for a schematic without having to reference

the help menu in addition to drag and drop capabilities. Lastly, the hardware provided

with Altera's educational package is not very conducive to a lab environment. The pin

numbers are poorly labeled on both the hardware and manual, the connections for wire

connections are very tight, and the components seem to be very fragile. The author's

experience in undergraduate laboratory leads him to believe that these problems will lead

to the need for numerous replacements.

9.3 - Future Ideas for Research

The extensive research on this particular topic also provided a variety of

additional interesting ideas that were beyond the scope of this project. Most of them

arose from the software packages and hardware devices that keep rapidly evolving and

changing.

In addition to the Altera Corporation, the Xilinx Company is also another major

programmable logic company. They provide hardware and software packages that are

very similar to that of their competitor. An interesting study would be to produce a

unique design in both of the environment and compare and contrast the two

methodologies. Currently, Youngstown State University has the resources available from

both companies to be able to do this type of comparison.

In a similar fashion, the different hardware description languages could be

compared through developing a design implementation in each of them. The Altera
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MAX+PLUS® II software provides the capability of creating a design using AHDL,

VHDL, and Verilog HDL.

Finally, the design created within this report utilized only the CPLD on the AHera

UPl educational board. However, there are plenty of other features available on this

hardware including the "FLEX" device. An interesting study would be to program a

design on both devices and discuss the timing and performance characteristics and

differences between the two.
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APPENDIX A

VHDL LESSONS FOR STUDENT USE

A.I - Lesson 1: Introduction & Examples of VHDL

What is VHDL and what does it stand for? VHDL stands for Very high-speed
integrated circuits Hardware Description Language with the abbreviation coming from
the initials of the capitalized words. As the title states, it is a descriptive language that is
used to model digital systems at any level from a simple gate to a massive digital
electronic system. The language provides the capability of building systems with or
without timing constraints as well as providing the means of simulating concurrent and
sequential logic statements.

The two main parts of any design simulated in VHDL are:
• Entity - The entity is used to describe the external interfaces (usually the inputs

and outputs) of a digital iogic system. Port statements are then used inside the
entity to describe the internal and external terminals and their directions.

• Architecture - The architecture is used to describe the internal functionality of
how the system (and entity) operates.

The generic syntax of a basic entity is:

entity entity name is
[ port ( list ofinterface port names and their types) ; ]

end entity name;

There are other parts of an entity as well but these are the main concepts to know to begin
learning the basics. For a more complete description of entities consult the world wide
web or your textbook. Please note in VHDL examples that the text in BOLD are VHDL
keywords and the text in italics are user-defined variables, types, etc.

As can be seen, the main parts of an entity are:
1. Entity name - The name of the entire entity. It must follow the rules as outlined

in the identity discussion.
2. Port statement - The ports are defined as the signals through which the entity

interfaces with other objects in the outside environment. They are often the input
& output signals of the entire system.

3. Port name - The names of each individual port. They must follow the rules as
outlined in the variable discussion.
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4. Port mode - There are four modes that a port can be defined as that are pertinent
to us:

a. in: The value is only able to be read within the model.
b. out: The value can only be updated within the model.
c. inout: The value can be read AND updated within the model.
d. buffer: The value can be read AND updated as well but cannot have

greater than one source and can only be connected to other buffers or
signals with one source.

5. Port type - The set of values that the port can hold. Common types are
INTEGER, BOOLEAN, BIT, and STD ULOGIC. A discussion on types can be
found later in this report.

An example of creating an entity is given below with Figure 1 and the corresponding
code:

U4A

12 ZOUT

7410

W 1

X 2 \103"--_-.
':":----!-,:""'l--j

7400 !

j
U1A !

Y 1~. I f"..,U3A
1·· ·"3'11",,?

I )Lr1r/'7~4

7432

entity FIRST is
port (W, X, Y, Z: in BIT; ZOUT: out BIT);

end FIRST;

Figure 1: Example circuit for the creation of an entity titled "First" in the VHDL
language

Figure I gives a good feel of how VHDL relates to the circuit implementation.
The entity name in this example is 'FIRST', the port names are 'W', 'X', 'Y', 'Z', and
'ZOUT', the port modes are 'in' for the input signals and 'out' for the output signal, and
the port types are 'BIT' which allows only the values of '0' and' l' to be passed along
these signals. Notice how all of the commas, semicolons, and parenthesis are used in this
example; syntax is very important in VHDL!
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The signals can be named individually as was seen in Figure 1 or can be stored in
a vector array. This notation is common in decoders, multiplexers, etc. In Figure 2, the
outputs are defined in a 'Y' vector ranging from zero to three so that the following values
are created: YO, Y1, Y2, Y3. It should be noted that this array can be named anything
and be any size; it is entirely up to the user.

entity ARRAY is
port(A,B: in BIT; Y: out BIT_VECTOR(O to 3));

end ARRAY;

Figure 2: Example circuit using the 'BIT_VECTOR' array type

Now that entity declarations have been discussed in depth, certain parts of the
entity will be examined further. The first involves the naming of the ports, entities, and
variables as well as future things such as architectures, functions, etc. These names are
given by objects, which are called identifiers.

Identifiers are any names that are permissible for such objects that are described
above. Within VHDL, there are two basic types of identifiers with their own set of
rules.

1. Basic Identifier - A basic identifier is a combination of one or more characters
that adhere to the following constraints.

• The first character of the identifier must be a lower or uppercase letter.
• All alphanumeric characters are allowed; this includes only uppercase and

lowercase letters, digits, and the underscore character.
• Two of the underscore characters cannot be used consecutively.
• Basic identifiers are never case-sensitive.
• Spaces cannot be present within basic identifiers.
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• Keywords such as begin, for, in, case, after, next cannot be used as basic
identifiers. Keywords in examples of this report are given in bold to make
the reader familiar with which are reserved and which are not.

• ENGINEER, 0INIEI, UNDER_SCORE are examples of valid basic
identifiers.

• I_UNDER, WHAT!, TWO__SPACE are examples of invalid basic
identifiers.

2. Extended Identifier - An extended identifier includes any combination of
characters in between two backslashes that adheres to the rules of the basic
identifier in addition to these constraints.

• All of the characters that are valid in basic identifiers are also valid for
extended identifiers. However, the. ! @ , $ characters are valid as well.

• Unlike basic identifiers, extended identifiers are case sensitive within the
backslashes.

• In order to represent a backslash within an extended identifier, two
consecutive backslashes are used (in addition to the two backslashes
denoting the start and end of the extended identifier.

• \Extended\. \Money$$$\ are examples of valid extended identifiers

Lastly, comments can be provided within the VHDL code using two consecutive
hyphens. These consecutive hyphens must be provided before every line of
comment in the code. An example of a comment is shown in Figure 3 below.

entity FIRST is
port (W, X, Y, Z: in BIT; ZOUT: out BIT);
--This is how to insert a comment into Figure I
--This is where a second line of commenting would go

end FIRST;

Figure 3 - An example of how to comment within a block of code.
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A.2 - Lesson 2: Introduction to Architecture Bodies.

Introduction to Architecture Bodies:

As mentioned in Lesson 1, there are two main parts of any design simulated in VHDL
code and are the entity and the architecture. Since the entity was discussed in the first
lesson, the architecture will be further examined in this and future lessons. As also
mentioned previously, the architecture is used to describe the internal functionality of
how the system (and entity) operates.

The general syntax of a basic architecture body is:

architecture architecture-name of entity-name is
signal declarations
constant declarations
variable declarations
type declarations
other declarations

begin
concurrent statement 1
concurrent statement 2

concurrent statement n
end architecture-name;

As can be seen, the main parts of an architecture body are:
1. Architecture name - The name of the particular architecture, which must follow

the rules laid out in the identifier section. It can be seen from the architecture
declaration statement that it is linked to a particular entity as well.

2. Declaration statements - These statements will be further discussed in this
lesson. These statements (as well as any entity declarations) declare items that
can be used within the architecture body.

3. Concurrent statements - These parallel statements are used to describe the
internal composition as outlined by the entity statements.

There are also 3 different popular styles that can be used to describe an architecture body
1. Structural modeling - An entity is described as a set of components that are

connected by signals.
2. Dataflow modeling -Concurrent statements are used to describe the circuit by its

operations and flow instead of explicitly defining the structure of the design.
3. Behavioral modeling - Uses processes to execute a collection of sequential

statements.
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Declarations:

What are declarations and what are they used for? Declaration statements are used to
name and define the data type associated with a data object. Data objects are just
memory spaces named by an identifier that are available to hold a certain value(s).

The three main type of data objects are:
1. Signal- As seen with entities in Lesson 1, signals are data objects that can hold a

signal's present and future values. Within architectures, signals are most often
used for intermediate steps within the circuitry.

2. Constant - Holds a single value of a specified type. A constant cannot be
changed within execution of the program. Allows identifiable and clear name to
be given to such things as universal constants (pi, e, etc.).

3. Variable - Similar to a constant in that it holds a single value of specified type.
Unlike a constant, however, is that this value can be changed during execution.
Also, unlike a signal, variables need not have a physical representation within the
circuitry.

How are these data objects declared? Now that the data objects have been discussed,
there needs to be a structure so as to formally name and associate a data type with each.
The valid names have been discussed with identifiers and data types will be discussed
later in this lesson. Figure 1 shows the generic syntax for declaring the above data
objects

constant name: type := initial value;
variable name: type := initial value;
signal name: type := initial value;

~constant MyAge : integer := 21;
variable TodaysDate : integer := 3185;
signal AandB : bit := 0;

Figure 1 - Generic Syntax and Examples for declaration statements of data objects.

What are data types? Data types should be somewhat familiar since they have been
touched on in previous discussions but have yet to be covered in depth. A data type
represents a set of values that a data object can hold. The flexibility of VHDL allows the
user to define certain data types in addition to the ones that are pre-defined within the
VHDL language or in popular library packages. A common variation of a data type is a
subtype. Subtypes are just data types with some constraint. A subtype range is used to
specify the constraint on the type and can be declared in ascending order using 'to' or
descending order using 'downto' as seen in Figure 2.

type name is values;
subtype name is type-name range start-value to end-value;
subtype name is type-name range start-value downto end-value;

Figure 2 - Generic syntax and examples for declaration statements of data types.
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There are 2 main categories of common data types:
1. Scalar - Values of this type are in sequential order.
2. Composite - Consists of many elements of same type (array) or elements that can

be of different type (record). This data type will be discussed further in Lesson 3.

The 3 main scalar types belong to these categories:
1. Enumeration - defined type that lists all specified values; can be numbers,

characters, statements, etc. Some common ones are listed below along with all of
the values associated with the particular type.
• CHARACTER - pre-defined type that uses the 191 characters of the ISO 8

bit coded character set (ASCII + some more). These characters are typically
written as between single quotes.

• BIT - pre-defined type that can take on either a '0' or '1' value
• BOOLEAN - pre-defined type that can take on a FALSE or TRUE value
• STD_LOGIC - popular type that is pre-defined in the IEEE-1164 package.

This type can hold the following values 'U', 'X', '0', '1', 'Z', 'W', 'L', 'H',
'-'. See the text for explanations for each of these values.

2. Integer - defined type that specifies a set of integer values. These values at least
include the range -(21\31-1) to (21\31-1) and sometimes more in different software
packages. Scientific notation can also be used such as: 6E2 can be used to
represent 600. Common subtypes of integers that the user must be define include
natural (positive integers plus zero) and positive (positive integers).
• INTEGER - pre-defined type that includes the integers from -(21\31-1) to

(21\31-1 ).

3. Float - defined type that specifies a set of real numbers. This means that
fractional numbers can be used in decimal notation. Numbers of different bases,
such as binary, can also be represented using this notation: (base#value#).
• REAL - pre-defined type that includes real numbers from -(101\38) to

(101\38) and 6 digits ofprecision.
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A.3 - Lesson 3: Arrays and Operators

Arrays:

What is an array? An array is one of the two categories of composite data types (the
other being a record type). As opposed to the scalar data types discussed in the previous
lesson, arrays are a set of values (instead of an individual value) of the same data type. A
record type can include values of different data types but will not be discussed since it is
not as commonly used. Arrays are most commonly I-dimensional, which can be thought
of as a list or a single column of values. They can also be 2 or more dimensional as well.
A 2-dimensional array can be visualized as a table or a set of values with columns as well
as rows.

Just as with scalar types, arrays are created once they are declared. Some common
ways to declare arrays are shown in Figure 1 below.

type name is array (start-value to end-value) of element-data-type;
type name is array (start-value downto end-value) of element-data-type;

Figure 1 - Typical syntax used for I-dimensional array declarations.

As can be seen in Figure 1, there are 3 parts to an array declaration:
1. Array Name - Creates name for the array using a valid identifier.
2. Number of Items in List - Uses a range ofnumbers to create the number of

items present in the list. This order is created as specified in the declaration
statement from start value to end value. These individual numbers of the array
are often referred to as the index.

3. Data Type of Elements - Since in an array, the values must be of the same type,
this data type is specified within the declaration statement here.

Some examples of array declarations are provided in Figure 2.

type fall_classes is array (0 to 4) of INTEGER;
type angleJadians is array (7 downto 0) of REAL;

Figure 2 - Examples of I-dimensional array declarations.
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There are 2 predefined I-dimensional array types as well as I in the IEEE 1164
package:

• STRING - This predefined array is an array of characters.
• BIT_VECTOR - As previously used in lesson 1, this predefined array is one of

bits.
• STD_LOGIC_VECTOR- This array is defined within the IEEE 1164 package

and is an array consisting of all the valid STD_LOGIC values (as discussed in
Lesson 2).

Once an array has been created by the declaration statement, the next step is to
input values into each element. This can be done using literals. Literals are used to
assign values to the entire array. There are two main types of literals: string literals and
bit literals. String literals are sequences of characters while bit literals are sequences of
bits. The values for each literal are assigned by putting them within double quotation
marks. Bit literals can be assigned using octal and hex notation as well. This is done by
putting an '0' or an 'X', respectively, before the first quotation mark.

Examples of the assignment of pre-defined array data types to data objects for both
string and bit literals are given below in Figure 3.

variable My_Name: STRING(1 to 4);
My_Name := "Luke";

variable FORTY: BIT_VECTOR(7 downto 0);
FORTY := "00101000";

Figure 3 - Examples of assigning array data types to data objects.

Individual elements or partial groups of elements can be accessed or assigned values
as well. This is done by typing the name of the array followed by the index number(s) in
parenthesis. Figure 4 shows how element number 3 of the variable My_Name from
Figure 3 would be accessed as well as elements 3 to 6 of variable FORTY.

My_Name(3)
FORTY(6 downto 3)

Figure 4 - Example of accessing individual or partial groups of elements in arrays.
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Lastly, values can then be assigned to these individual or groups of elements as well.
This can be done as shown in Figure 5.

My_Name(3) := "k";
FORTY(6 downto 3) := (4 => '1',6 => '1', others => '0');

Figure 5 - The assignment of values to individual or groups of elements in arrays.

The assignment to the elements of FORTY in Figure 5 should look somewhat new to
the beginning VHDL student. This statement is just a different way to assign values to
arrays. It is showing that element 4 is being assigned a value of' l' as is element number
6. The keyword others is used by VHDL to assign the specified value (in this case '0')
to all the other elements (in this case, it would be elements 3 and 5).

Operators:

Operators in this discussion are broken into 4 categories:
1. Logical .
2. Comparative
3. Shift
4. Mathematical

Logical operators are those that are commonly used in discrete mathematics as well
as in digital design. These operators are defined as types BIT and BOOLEAN. A list of
all the logical operators can be found in Figure 6.

and - logical and function
nand -logical nand function
or - logical or function
nor - logical nor function
xor - logical xor function
xnor - logical xnor function
not - logical not function (inverter)

Figure 6 - The logical operators available in VHDL
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Comparative operators are used to compare two elements (or arrays) against one
another. The resulting data type is always BOOLEAN. A list of the comparative
operators is given as Figure 7.

<
<=
>

less than
less than or equal
greater than

>=
=
/=

greater than or equal
equal to
not equal to

Figure 7 - The comparative operators available in VHDL

Shift operators are used to either shift or rotate arrays in the direction specified
within the operator. The array is used on the left side of the operand while an integer is
taken on the right side. The integer determines how many spaces to shift or rotate the
array. Shift logical operators fill vacated spaces with '0', while shift arithmetic operators
fill vacated bits with the rightmost bit of the left operand (for sla) or the leftmost bit of
the left operand (for sra). Lastly, rotate operands fill the vacated bits as if they were in a
ring. For instance, in an eight element array being rotated right three spaces, the seventh
element from the left would become the second element. A list of the shift operators is
given as Figure 8.

sll
sla 
srI.,.

shift l~ft logical
shift left arithmetic
shift right logical

sra 
rol
ror -

shift right arithmetic
rotate left
rotate right

Figure 8 - The shift operators available in VHDL

Mathematical operators are used to perform typical mathematical functions. For
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division functions, the operands must be of the
same data type. The concatenation operator can be used to combine elements as well as
arrays from left to right as specified. Also important to note is that the exponentiation
operator must have an integer as the right operand. The mathematical operators are given
as Figure 9. It is important to note that not all operators will be available in all software
packages. For example, in the Altera software, the mod and div functions are not valid
operators.

+ addition mod modulus
subtraction rem remainder

* multiplication abs absolute value
/ division & concatenation

** exponent

Figure 9 - The mathematical operators available in VHDL
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A.4 - Lesson 4: Structural Modeling

Now that many of the nuts and bolts of the VHDL programming language have been
discussed, it is time to actually represent a total design. As discussed in Lesson 2, there
are three basics styles of modeling used in VHDL and will be discussed further in the
next three lessons. These styles are: Structural, Dataflow, and Behavioral.

What characterizes the structural style? The structural style involves using
components to define the interconnection of signals declared in the entity. A structural
design corresponds exactly to a schematic, since it lists all components (or gates) and all
of the inputs and outputs to these components, and is perhaps the easiest style (but not
usually the most efficient) to use for the programming beginner. It is important to know
that all VHDL statements (except process statements) are executed concurrently, which
means they are executing at the same time (in parallel). An example of an entire
structural style model is given below in Figure I.

,...------'~lA

A

B

c

ZOUT

entity FIRST_VHDL is
port (A, B, C: in BIT; ZOUT: out BIT);

end FIRST_VHDL;

architecture FIRST VHDL ARCH of FIRST VHDL is- - -
component AND2

port (F, G: in BIT; H: out BIT);
end component;
component OR2

port (I, J: in BIT; K: out BIT);
end component;
component INV

port (L: in BIT; M: out BIT);
end component;
signal D, E: BIT;

begin
AI: AND2 port map (A, B, D);
A2: INV port map (C, E);
B1: OR2 port map (D, E, ZOUT);

end FIRST_VHDL_ARCH;

Figure 1 - An example of a schematic and its corresponding structural style code.
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As with any modeling style (and as seen in Figure 1), the structural architecture can
be broken up into two sections:

1. Component Declarations - takes place before the begin keyword; components
are declared here.

2. Component Statements - takes place after the begin keyword; associates the
ports within the entity with signals within the architecture and performs the
appropriate functions to describe the design.

Some points to consider about the component declarations:
• Components can either be pre-defined or user created. If they happen to be user

created, they must use configuration statements to bind them.
• This statement is used to define the components that are used within the statement

section of the architecture body.
• The port names, as seen in Figure 1, can be different that those used within the

entity declaration.
• A component declaration declares the name, type, and mode of the component in

a comparable fashion to entity declarations. The generic syntax of a component
declaration can be seen in Figure 2.

component name
port(signal-names: signal-mode signal-type;

signal-names: signal-mode signal-type);
end component;

Figure 2 - Generic syntax for a component declaration in a structural architecture.

Some points to consider about the component statements:
• Uses the port map keyword to link the ports declared in the entity with signals

present within the current architecture.
• These statements, also called component instantiation statements, can use the

keyword open for any component part that is left unconnected.
• The generic syntax of a component statement can be seen in Figure 3. The label

can be any valid identifier and should be an appropriate one to best describe the
statement (for easy reading of the code). Also, the component name must be one
that was previously declared in the declaration section of the architecture. The
signals are then linked in the same order, type, and mode as was previously
declared in the declaration statement for that component. It is important to make
sure that the size of the signals used in the instantiation statements correspond
exactly to that of those in the component declaration statements.

label: component-name port map (sif!nal-names);

Figure 3 - Generic syntax of a component statement in a structural architecture.
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There is also a shortcut for using more than one copy of a particular component
within an architecture. This structure is called a generate statement and acts as a "for
loop" on a single component instantiation statement. The generic syntax for a for
generate loop is given as Figure 4. Once again, as in the single line component
statements, a label is given that can be any valid identifier. Another identifier is also used
to name the range values. The generate loop statement is then executed once and the
index number incremented until the end-value is reached. An example of using a for
generate statement is given below the general syntax in Figure 4. This example shows
how a two-input "AND" gate can be repeated four times where the inputs are the vectors
A(l)-A(4) & B(l)-B(4) and the outputs are the vectors D(l)-D(4). Please note that the
vectors must be declared as this size in the component declaration statement as well or
else an error will occur.

label: for identifier in start-value to end-value generate
component-instantiation-statements;
end generate;

genl: for t in 1 to 4 generate
inside1: AND2 portmap (A(t), B(t), D(t));
end generate;

Figure 4 - Generic syntax and example of a for-generate loop.
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A.5 - Lesson 5: Dataflow Modeling

How does the dataflow style compare to the previously discussed structural style?
Like the structural style, dataflow models the circuit through use of concurrent
statements. However, the flow of data is expressed as opposed to individual components.
Instead of being able to see within the code just exactly how the circuit is interconnected,
the functionality is instead expressed. For example, compare Figure 1 from Lesson 4 to
that of the dataflow style used in Figure 1 of this lesson. The intermediate signals D and
E are not needed in the example but are shown for the ease of the reader. Without these
signals, there would be one single statement after the keyword begin, which would be:
[ZOUT <= (A and B) or (not C);]

1A
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entity FIRST_VHDL is
port (A, B, C:· in BIT; ZOUT: out BIT);

end FIRST_VHDL;

architecture FIRST VHDL ARCH of FIRST VHDL is- - -
signal D, E: BIT;

begin
D<=AandB;
E <= not C;
ZOUT <= D or E;

end FIRST_VHDL_ARCH;

Figure 1 - An example of a schematic and its corresponding dataflow style code.

Once again, there is a declarations and statements section in the architecture body.
• In the declarations section of a dataflow model, signals, variables, or other data

objects not declared in the entity but needed for the architecture are declared here;
not components. These declaration statements can be made using the methods
learned in Lesson 2. Thus, the declaration section of dataflow modeling requires
little further discussion.
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• The concurrent statements in the architecture body, however, require more
discussion since the only concurrent statements examined thus far were the
component instantiation statements from Lesson 4. The most common statement
used in dataflow modeling can be seen in Figure 1 and is called a signal
assignment statement. The generic syntax of this statement can be found as
Figure 2 on the following page.

target-signal-name <= expression after time-period;

Figure 2 - The generic syntax for a signal assignment statement.

How does the signal assignment work? The statement assigns a value to the data object
on the left side (which is called the target signal) of the '<=' symbol. The signal
assignment statements are then executed whenever any value to the right of the '<='
symbol changes and this is otherwise known as an event. Also, as seen in Figure 2,
delays can be accounted for by specifying a delay time (usually in nanoseconds (ns))
following the after keyword. The statement would then execute once an even to occurs
as mentioned before and assign the value of the target signal after (time-period) delay. If
no delay is specified, the delay is called a "delta delay". This after statement can be used
to create a clock within the architecture in the manner shown in Figure 3.

I CLOCK <= not CLOCK after time-period;

Figure 3 - The implementation of a clock using signal assignment statements.

There are two additional signal assignment statements: conditional and selected.
A conditional signal assignment statement is similar to an if statement since it selects
values for the target signal based upon certain conditions. The generic syntax of the
conditional signal assignment statement as well as an example of how it is used can be
found in Figure 4. A boolean comparison after the when keyword is used to determine
whether the expression to the left of the when keyword will be assigned to the target
signal.

target-signal-name <= expression when boolean-comparison else
expression;

Go_Signal <= '1' when Cross_Signal='O' and Sensor='I' else '0';

Figure 4 - Generic syntax and example for a conditional signal assignment statement
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A selected signal assignment statement is similar to a case statement since it selects a
value from a given expression that matches one of the choices and then assigns the
expression to the target signal. The selected signal assignment is executed whenever an
event occurs on either the select expression or on one of these signals present within the
statement. The generic syntax of the selected signal assignment statement as well as an
example of how it is used can be found in Figure 5 on the following page. The example
in Figure 5 assumes that the type ALU has been declared with the following values:
ADD, SUB, INCR, DECR, F_AND, F_OR, A_NOT, and F_XOR.

with select-expression select
target-signal-name <= expression when choices,

expression when choices,

expression when choices;

with ALU select
F <= A+B when ADD,
F <= A-B when SUB,
F <= A+l when INCR,
F <= A-I when DECR,
F<= A and B when F_AND,
F <= A or B when F OR
F <= not A when A NOT
F'<= A xor B when F_XOR;

Figure 5 - Generic syntax and example for a selected signal assignment statement.

The last expression to discuss with the dataflow modeling is the unaffected keyword.
This keyword is analogous to the sequential null keyword that is used within the
behavioral modeling style. The unaffected keyword is used with concurrent signal
assignment statements so as to cause no change to the target signal. This statement is
often used within selected and conditional signal statements combined with the other
keyword to keep the target signal status quo unless some specified condition occurs. It is
important with the dataflow modeling especially to look at some examples within the text
to learn the in's and out's of this style more in depth. There are many small variations
that are impossible to list that are best learned by example.
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A.6 - Lesson 6: Behavioral Modeling

How does the behavioral style compare to the previously discussed styles? This style
is significantly different from the previously discussed styles in that it uses sequential
statements instead of concurrent ones. This is similar to the way that a language like C++
operates. The way that these sequential statements are used is within what is called a
process statement. Just as with the dataflow style, this structure does not describe the
structure of an entity but instead its behavior or functionality. This style allows almost no
simulated time during execution and provides an outlet for users used to high-level
programming languages. The same circuit used in Lessons 4 and 5 is provided below as
well as the corresponding behavioral styled VHDL coding.
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entity FIRST_VHDL is
port (A, B, C: in BIT; ZOUT: out BIT);

end FIRST_VHDL;

architecture FIRST_VHDL_ARCH of FIRST_VHDL is
begin

process (A,B,C)
variable D, E: BIT;

begin
D<=AandB;
E <= not C;
ZOUT <= D or E;

end FIRST_VHDL_ARCH;

Figure 1 - An example of a schematic and its corresponding behavioral style code.

Once again, there is a declaration and statement section of the architecture body.
The declaration section would be used in the same manner as in the dataflow style. The
difference between these styles though is that the declarations take place within the
process statement in the behavioral style as can be seen in Figure I above.
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How is the process statement used with the behavioral style of modeling? The
process statement is used to contain the sequential statements used in this style. It is
contained within the architecture body after the begin keyword where the statements of
an architecture are normally written. This begin keyword should not be confused with
the begin keyword inside the process statement. This new structure is similar to the
previously discussed styles of architecture bodies since it has a declarations and
statements section of its own. The generic syntax of a process statement can be seen in
Figure 2.

process (sensitivity-list)
process declaration statements

begin
sequential statements
report statements
null statements
ifstatements
case statements
loop statements

end process;

Figure 2 - The generic syntax of a process statement.

What are the parts of a process statement?
• The first section of the process statement is the process line, which contains the

keyword process. The list of signals after process is called a sensitivity list.
This list contains a set of signals that causes the statements within the process to
execute whenever an event appears on one of them. The statements then execute
sequentially until the last one has completed and then the process suspends
(unless another signal in the sensitivity list had its value change, which would
cause the process to execute again). As is the case with other languages, infinite
loops can occur because of the properties stated and one must be careful to avoid
this dilemma.

• The second section of the process statement contains the declaration statements.
Data objects that are declared within here can only be used within the process
statement and are thus called local variables. A discussion of object declarations
can be found in Lesson 2.

• The third section of the process statement is where all of the sequential statements
are contained. As can be seen from Figure 2, there are quite a few different
sequential statements that can be used and these will be the topic of the rest of this
lesson. The three main groupings ofthese sequential statement structures are: if
statements, case statements, and loop statements.
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What is an 'IF' statement? An 'IF' statement is a conditional statement that is used to
execute a series of sequential statements within it if it is true. Also, zero or more elsif
statements can be used within an established 'IF' statement to specify alternative
conditions. In the same manner, an else statement can optionally be used to cover the
entire set of alternative possibilities for when the previous conditions in the 'IF'
statement are false. Lastly, two or more 'IF' statements can be nested within each other
as in most high level programming languages. Figure 3 provides the generic syntax for a
single 'IF' statement.

If conditional statement then
sequential statement(s)

elsif conditional statement then
sequential statement(s)

else
sequential statement(s)

endif;

Figure 3 - The generic syntax for an 'IF' statement in VHDL.

What is a 'CASE' statement? A case statement uses an established expression in it's
open declaration and selects a branch from the series of sequential statements to be
executed depending on the value of this expression. A when others statement can be
used within a 'CASE' statement in the same fashion as 'ELSE' was used in an 'IF'
statements. "WHEN OTHERS" allows all other conditions to be covered that were not
previously in the set of branches. This is important because a 'CASE' statement in
VHDL requires that all possible values that the expression can take on must be defined.
More than one value can be added to a single branch through use of the 'I' operator. The
generic syntax of a 'CASE' statement can be viewed in Figure 4 below.

case case expression is
when branch value => sequential statement(s)
when branch value => sequential statement(s)
when branch value => sequential statement(s)
when others => sequential statement(s)

end case;

Figure 4 - The generic syntax of a 'CASE' statement in VHDL.
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What is a 'LOOP' statement? A 'LOOP' statement is used to execute a series of
sequential statements repeatedly unless otherwise specified. There are three main types
of 'LOOP' statements: 'FOR', 'WHILE', and just a plain 'LOOP'. The 'FOR' loop
executes the set of statements each time the identifier is within the range specified. The
'WHILE' loop executes continuously as long as the conditional statement remains true.
Lastly, the plain 'LOOP' statement executes repeatedly until a condition specified within
the loop causes it to cease (such as an exit or return command). Please note that the
MAX+PLUS II software does not allow 'FOR' loops. The generic syntax for each of
these three types ofloops is displayed below in Figure 5.

for identifier in specified range loop
sequential statement(s)

end loop;

while conditional statement
sequential statement(s)

end loop;

loop
sequential statement(s)

exit when conditional statement
end loop;

Figure 5 - The generic syntax for 'FOR', 'WHILE' and 'LOOP' statements.
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APPENDIXC

LOGIC CHIP SYMBOLS AND TRUTH TABLES

C.l - The 74x85 4-Bit Magnitude Comparator

7485 .

B3 - BO A3 -AO A>B IN A=B IN A<B IN A>B A=B A<B
EQUAL EQUAL 0 0 0 0 1 0
EQUAL EQUAL 0 0 1 0 0 1
EQUAL EQUAL 0 1 0 0 1 0
EQUAL EQUAL 1 0 0 1 0 0
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C.2 - The 74x86 2-Input XOR Gate

U2AX 1'r----. .
. ~). ·""\3 ZY 2 . /~

/ ./i ~,. ,
7486

x y z
000
o 1 1
1 0 1
111
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C.3 - The 74x154 4-Line to 16-Line Decoder/Multiplexer

U3
1~ 01 YO ~.
1~ - Y1

02 · Y2
· Y3 iY4

23 Y5
A Y6

!~22
Y7

B · Y8
21

· yg
C Yl0

~3
20 Yll

~fD Y'12
Y13

~6Y14
Y15 l_7

74154

G1 G2 DeB A Y15 Y14 Y13 Y12 Y11 Y10 yg YB Y7 YB Y5 Y4 Y3 Y2 Y1 YO
--- --- --- --- --- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 --- --- --- --- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 --- --- --- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 a a a a a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a
1 a a a a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 1

1 a 0 a 1 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 1 1

1 a a a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1

1 a a 1 a a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 1 1 1 1

1 a a 1 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 1 1 1 1 1

1 a a 1 1 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 a a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 a 1 a a a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 a 1 a a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 a 1 a 1 a 1 1 1 1 1 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 0 1 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 a 1 1 a a 1 1 1 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 a 1 1 a 1 1 1 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 a 1 1 1 a 1 a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 a 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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C.4 - The 74x163 Synchronous 4-Bit Counter

CLR L LOAD L ENP ENT QD QC QS QA RCO QD* QC* QS* QA*

0 0 0 0 0

1 0 D C S A

1 1 0 QD QC QS QA

1 1 0 QD QC QS QA

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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C.5 - The 74x194 4-Bit Bidirectional Universal Shift Register

U1
81 . .
SO .QA 15
SL.
SR ,Q8 14

A 13
B ·QC
C 12DQD
~LK

CLR
1.74194

CLR L S1 SO QA* QS* QC* QD*

0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 QA QS QC QD

1 0 1 SR QA QS QC

1 1 0 QS QC QD SL
1 1 1 A S C D
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APPENDIXD

SSIIMSI DESIGN TIMING INFORMATION

D.I - The Clock(s) Setup for the PSpice Simulation

r Include N.Qn·chaogeable Attnbutes

r Include S.\!slem·definedAttributes

COMMAND1-0s 1
COMMAND2-3OQns 0
COMMAND3
COMMAND4..
COMMAND5..
COMMANDS..

•
TIt.ibTEP=

ITIMESTEP

COMMAND1-0s 0
COMMAND2=3Ous 1
COMMAND3=21Ous 0
COMMAND4..2SOus 1
COMMAND5..
COMMANDS=

!!ame

ITIMESTEP

TIMESTEP=

Yalue

.. I ,S.aveAltr I
CbangeOisplay I

pek3te I

r Include N.Qn-changeable Attributes

r Include S.\!Slem·defined Altributes

Q.K

Cancel
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Harne
IDELAY

ONTlME-.5uS
OFFTlME-.5uS
STARTVALaO
OPP\lAL-1
IO_MODEL-lO_STM
IO_LEV£laO

r Include N.Qn-c~JeabIe Atitribul:es

r Include S~tem-derined

I .s.ave Alb I
Change Display I

.Qelete I

QK

Cancel

COUNT PartName: DigClock /~?fi:X!'.

Mame

ONTlME-10us
OFFTlME-10us
STARTVAL-O
OPPVAL·1
IO_MODEL-IO_STM
IO_LEV£L-O

r Include N,Qn-changeableAUributes

r Include S!islem-defirteclAttributes

~aveAtlrl

Change Display I
Qelete I

QK

Cancel

** Note: For these displays, only the actual data that was changed in the dialogue
boxes is shown. All of the other variables that are not displayed were left to default
values.



7.0
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BEGIN

CIPS
clH9

R ~

1pc;
(;ipt,

C:l,RfS

CIEI
('1 Ell
CIRl?
cIRI
Clr<14
Cl Rl')
CiRl(

:3Hl F'I'll
ccnJNn 1

Date/Time run 10/24/102 16:24:04

Os

Date October 24, 2002

200us :lOCus

page
rime

400us SOOus GOOus "'lOOU5

16:28:20 w-
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APPENDIXE

THE DESIGN REPORT FILE
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TCfltl !'lls\?rYlld pins I'IIQiJi f'ilMj li
TU1,,1 JlIlIh <..lh "",,,,uk,,,"! 3'1
TQfill r liprIoPlO rfll!li1reQ: ki!
Total #'I1"UdUCL Lilt»ll" ""'lI""I'\I',;I; 1.1
fq'l;al 199ir ctdh IGfldlr.!1 para! hI! ll~~""m!if'''s: 11
roLal ~lIoiit'il..illlil "'*~Md"t'l; til e"t..!:.""..: 0



&t'Jt~'!"'"');PI!:(j ~ is: In;f.t1,..~~t;i;m ~

~u~.113
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(!.1
,t)
U!

Pri:lljli ...
lliP.JT ~

!III"JT J;
l_"'.lT
HIPdT
TIIPllT

~;h'.. '!*111\t
E,Pilnollr!> ran- Ir, 1 a"-~jJ:;

IfJt.:tl Si>dool'jfl! Illoa 1ftii' rS;t:}UT ralt IIDll
8 tJ I) t) 0 ti IJ {I,'#;
o 0 0 n D Q a CLf.2
GOO 0 0 0 f Ci.t3
COO i'l D~7~1.i9
Q DOD 0 c? 12 HART

~ ~ SyrtthK~it.cl pin ~ l¢4i~ tKi1
~ 1vrl1IJ 10gb\: ~~j 1

• !C S'IN:hr,z,nous flipflop
~ n';'jjjith~Ij~.."tij! I1V"lII1L
~ !lQT 91lt!!: pUS!!-lh1.;i<

., , fiUiiF-itl$!II"ad ii'lll.: (1111

.,;- lJlQiild ;gQ!i"'r.'" F"Ij-"",t ¢p~till"lh,,"'if. (eJJilt",d h",,'~ .;:lIt ".jjt lil,hjd~ duHlJat!<u1£
tn.:tt M'~ ;lriliitn ',sir.~ gl.::;t"'1 r>Y1itlng r1!l;QV!'Clr~' 1t~111'" t" t.h~ l"lA'! Gh'hilt Si'J"..d$'
(l$l;l! ~l,!t'All~. O~"r'£i'!t'''I'',.SJlld,"·mVJdSLl)4tjStqnals • .fdld !yll(i',for<:<us {lQM Sl9'oals
S!!CtiOB5 M iNs ~eIlCt"t rill? '!!f' jnrlJrmilti;l!1 on o.ttjo" ~i9"ilh' f.''''~Q",L~ "CO "51l(f J.lt
Cle*ch Ch:II,', I'rQsvt. Output [",,,bit • .M'!!l Sj'n.;nfoP<ou5 LOJ4 519MB.



r'ij~i(Q"!~'H:iHt r,..icn~tl~cl

h*iI!';1

140

ihilrjilbl,.
t"'''ltr4l,ers fan-III fill\-;'uit

Pif! 1< tcl!t ?rhdt; in ({lOt '1\,t.t1 ~h.lif'QtJ III", IIII? fat ~lIT f!t~ "~11blJ "lJ r {'l.ITPljT t !:l I} t) ,f! ~ I] Q {}LUIlN1D
s~~ U F 'i1,lTPl,lT t Ii 0 0 l! 'l lJ 0 C.t<UlrtNH
j.t 8£ 'WTRJT t D 11 II ? 4 () t.l ( ~1.U!"fl.2
57 sa F ?1JTJlUT l e u I) 2 ~ {l: a (}LUItJtlJ
';], 17 t ';'lJtfl'lJt t 0 Ii D :1 lJ fr i'J <Ot tJ!'\N~~
~r; 15 [ Cl.!TI't.1T t 1lI lJi n ~? ~ l) I] ('KUfI,U5
""1 i'3 £ ~~ff'liT t IT U U Z- \I 0 i1 ( ,)t,t!"I'i!-h
'd. b'! t ~tITl'tJT t G IJ 0 i? " n W (iJ" 1I111'i~'1
~~. 72 E '11JTPUT t Ii fr Il J! [l 0 (<%, UMN1a
La it!!S ~ Q!JrJlljT t II 0 0 2 ~ II n (O!,lmIiilNJ
j,'! ,,!!'1 G 'lIJTPLlT t f1 II n 2 i; U 11 (RU"N2l
ld 17 ,

~lJTPI..iT t fl n !1 2 " 0 Ii UH:.UMII22
70 !.ll'! ~ ~l\TPIJT t [l II n 2 Ii n 11 r':t1.JJIIII'.t~
b1 ~ll'! (" "uTPUT t Ii n II if J n !} CQt1JM!I'2*
L'! '11 , 0l.r1'l'l1T t Ii' !! II 2- " D n ((}lUMNaS
j;~ 'n f ~eiPliT t [l II n "2 0 II (QLU"W&
51> 51> I' i)lJTPLti t n It (I r: Ii 0 (J (OLU",127
U 1~ f OIiTPUj t II n n i! \ n fl 'Ol\ilH.i!'~,'" ,Li5 K OUTPIlT t n D n if ~ II 0 (OLU""3B
77 123 t4 OIlH'lit I fl II II it • u a (ilUJJ1MU
n~ ~i?U K QUTPllT t 0 D D 2 Ii !l n (QL\lM.I4'
75 115 If OIlTPiJr t n n !! J ~ iJ U COI..\.IMII13
i~ 1>1 Ii olJTvUr I U D D 2 'f D D COU:.!IlHt
bS WI I> OlJTl'llT l 0 D II "2 1 n U ('lUI".}~
tiD 1;'1'. H: Olj'tPly't t U l! D 2 • D 0 (QUJIIN3I.
III 125 K our-pur t lJ lJ n ;: 0 II COltlJiN17
?J US If OliH'IJf I n fl !\ t' '~ II Jl N!.Ul'lI(l~

~~ 9d'1~

, ~ hnll''!" i t,~rt oi" Dr 1D'ih ;;:<II!
t y r ""'ho lQi)lC CR II
+ • ir1'....un..ui f l ipi Ie{!

y I!ow sl\N~ratc Q,UlpJt
" I'fH ~lll.. ~":>h-l:·iI~k

r • fithN'-lIllSitrtcd lcglc r.Rl1



f>ev !>{:~-lpfi( t -~ic Infi;lrQ.3\tion:

lilk"l
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( U.!l
1>5 I;
4!li I:
",.~ [

u r
100 b
'l5 fi

UB G
LQ;t ,;
LB Ii
L? If
.H. M
H~ H

?daltivQ
tHf
rTf[
nn
ltFt
TrfE
Uff
THE
tHE
~ff(

~rr(

tHC
l'rft

.. t

• t
• t

• t
t- t

• t
y t

t
t
t
t

ShaFlublll>
t,,{l"'I~llri f.tn-!n r~I'·Ot.~

TDt~l 3h~pl:r;I nlJ! 111#) Fin: ilUI fei( It?lle
a 0 0 2 } '\ 1 IUIiUl (: 33J
U 0 Q ~ ? "I ~ "A~~t.? n jq)
a tI {) ~ j, '1 3 ~AH3U (: 351
i! [) 0 ;: ij "! q iU!tHi! (;3bt
{J tl II ;: 3 , 1 ~A"J<Z3 (l)'1 >
iJ ill! e ~ tl ;: iAlU2;: (:36}
(J jJ II 2 7> , 3tAN.).n ln~)

D Ol! ~ '. <j ~;:Alt£'2iJ (,qDt
D !l D 1 3. 'I 1 ~APft,)l (;til)
o on 1· 2 6 ~ UJl1H2 Ie ~2 )
D II U ~ ;. 'I :1 Rlillib31 (: ij3 'I
1 D.: '\ '1 ij ~Al\blO t!~4)

i • h"'ti1e5tz~1] Dh ~r l~'$H .oll
t :tluf~bQ lo~l( £.:vt 1
+ '" $YI\{J,r;t'H',itl~ ~. t ~ l1flofJ
l • Uo... sl~..-ri)tl,l Pti!l)U'!
! • 'iof qot;. PU~f!-"dLk

,.• rttttr- i 15ilrtltj loSi ( <:Il:ll



~U'litM·S.{ludf it ~nfi:..uttoll;
11;~ r3
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l"9j~ ~.lbpl.K",d th UB 'E'
.-----.<--------- Lcn (>ZkUl!l!';4
I ..------------- L(75 (~LjJlT",,5
I ! .,gnH_,"_ lC1'3 C-:+.Ut'J'l!l.1.
! ,.---.~--~. LC~'l (~UIWl.?

I I I .------- Ln. NtUl!l!')'fj
I I In•••• lfl.5 lunt]
! I I , ... L('!.j, IUN~k?

I j I j I I LC&'1 ,nOH
I I I, I '
I I I I i ¢'~hl!r LoiBi fl1;4 by slQI\~ls

, I I I OJ tl1~t fr'14 LAIJ;'f I

L( I I l I 1 I 1 I A !l { ~ E r (; H I ""'Ii- t:"n~ th~t t."d Uti tE';
'.Cb. ~) 11 .... " • II • I ~-- R~!ilH

LCbl. -~ I Z •.• 7 - I -. t ! .>, UliH2
'tCl.l .,) • • •••• I Z >: i..~ ~.liH)'

Z • • • :I'.. • i • "• 11 • " it

Pin
6) -~. - - - - - - -
2 -;'--
12 -;> ••

Ll -) ••
LC>!Il -> t '"

>: ~ T!'~ lC9H .;,,11 n,
• ~ Tt>", leqlc cd 1 '::<'"

.;-, til:
,.- elK?

• • •• c-· ,.
~ _- , ~ ., 'if~ iTl~l

- - t • i.- - ,jNHIj

i£ 4" input to thll! l,,!!i~ 'lin I",.. UB:' thf(jtigr thQ I=H·
h nr;t ~" inlh.t to) tOQ I"l!" or II i~,. tAIH·



~.'i'iCQ-tp,dric li'lfor.atlon:
1•.l!;JI3
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tl!<;'e (.,)1:'1 "h~ ..:l in UIl'f'
."•••••••••••••• tC'j\3 C~k'l!"!fl.t!

I +.------------ L(!3 C>lU!MIIU
I +----------. LCas C4LUfi~l?
I .. ',," .... HM (~{3j"i'(.:1

I I l Con ("LU!lItZfu
! I +----- LCA&. C"LUfilf2?
I I !(~ (o)i,\JI'I~~

I I +- lcal K~NPlrr

I I I
! I I I)lh"" lth t~rf ';3i'l~h:
I I I tr>lc r;.od LMl

LC j I I Ii SCI £ F (; H L~c~tc ~ ..n,. that fUll ue 'p:
I,{Al .); "." •••• jo ~... t " •• (.. !lM.~Ul

Pi"
oB ... ) I (

""'
.

2 -;. I I ( ..
~ "..--::;. ;i

-- • ~ • " • .. I - .. • • " I <.. G'~

U -> 'I .. " • * • it y I . " • jo • I < ,.,..",. SHIH
LC1.5 --). • "' • .. - - - • I . - • • - - I ('"'- iltll,.;)
k'i~b .~) • '" • -= I • • - - I (:-- if4MHZ
Ltut -> .. -~ Ii .. - - - ~.,. I ;,;, • • I ,,"",.,. IHMIH
LUnC-) - - - - z • • - I • •• - I {-.;;;;,;;. i'tL*l~~

1.t'l4 .... :., - • ,", jo w I - - • • - I <:-- ~4l1:Ji2

tOlE3-> - - • "' t - I " I ("",.., iNIU21
LUC2-) - .. • • - I - - - • :J' . I 1;>0."- ~UU$fj

• " filii ltlQlc cell 01'>11" h $(1 j r,;.ut t·uth.. 1Q'·~it ·t ..ll (Or LUll lbfCiJ'l(h t~>t Pf~.
- " 1fh~ t;'lll< t@ll or' ~lrt 15 I';!\[ ,lin V.,ut til tl-,t lll'llh ~'tll luI' US"



[lg"lCil"-'iPiK1Ht tnfgr,.~\b,"l

1l!"~11

• • •• • •• I •
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Pin
\~3 .,.,)-
2 ,;;.:~

12 -'>.
n -).
\..(11.3->
t,(lT$.:hc;;;o. l!;

iCl::'~->

• _* • ~ • i ~ • •
• • • • & • S • a _

_..... ;:J,

- ..
<"" ,j

.1 't.

iI iii iii •

.. "
- s
'" :a

<-- CLf,
.;-- n~2

<>. I}o
~-- ST~n

(-. &:AIIB3
( •• JWUH
(-- l!~rtBl!

•• TI':;2 It'i!lt tit a 1;1'" IItn [j, ill" i~l.lt tg tn, lug£<: "..11 .; tW UB) t!ll"N!!!!> th"PIA,
, fi\.. 16jjic cen cr pin i" r¢t $'1 tAl'l"! t.o ttHf IOlll\: .; ..11 (II" !LAB).
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~hi,~·~p.>t ill, ;"fcruurm:
]\"tl

lcql( (fll~ tr4L
<-- Ultln
.:-' ~AI'I~J.~

t-- P.A'HU
~_. UililO

~~,,~r U"Us reG by 51 WIa1'!,
th.t !'!cvo UE 'Hi
• $ C• [ , , " 1

- - •• I,
• 11 I
•• 1

l"iicc~n~ p)<J¢ifd
.-.--..- .... ------~"!'_"'!',.."!"""'~:'k~'''' k<~~$ COttJn~]j)

.'!'-"'!~"'~~lt-"t~#'{'"'ji·,,~;o,. ..,..........~l('l2'3: {Ola'N.::ri
I t~u~~••_. ._- 1.(j,~11 ,\:OJ,,tmiflil
t I "-.- " UJU filllJl1lfiil
I j j ••~••••••------- ten7 n1.lW1jji3,
, I I I h._...nnu. :(-'CJ.j"h (~llfll!lJ1o

I I Iii .~.~•••----- tel?& {~1.1.?!I!l37

1 I I I I I .-----.... H'U;i'!!lJ~

I j I I I lUHBl
1 , 1 1 I I .----- HI?2 IltMi2
I , I I j I hn !tj";3~

I i I I I I i I t- IUM13!l
1 I I! I 1 I
I II I I I I
I I II I j I.
I I I I t I j I J
• • • • • • i • - - T
• • I • • J t I I -I
• t ••••• , •• ,

• ~ i r i itt t t t

1,1, I
lon-> •
l{l~~")'

lUI...-> •
LOl~·) •

--." - -,., ... - ... -
-, - .".
~) ...:..' , .... .
-) ~ • t * • • z • * •

• I

• I
!
I

i: I

- I
I

- - - • I
it •. ti • 1

- ,- 31 Il ]I • 1

~-- (l~
t-- (l~2

<.- WG
(-", 1>0
(-- HAtH

• z fhfl l~Qlc (lIn O:f pin h old1 input tu tnlI la§ic call I(If 1.AB) t""'ou'¥fI tfiQ PH·
" • i'h~IQgk (~U "r pin h!'l-.n~ .." l",pl1t ~" thl!' 1~91¢ ;~nIO,. tAil;),
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~"\ila-5Ptd,g I"f"r"atl",'):
l'.!~~l

CUt
(lIt,
CL(3
(,¢C
~'74Ji!T

IKFyt,
IIlPUT;
1l;t1>uf;
IW>UTI
Iilpur;

Il\l'd. Mal..1 15' C~.lJt!!I!J.!P
-- !:''I\I"tion fl,ti!;1i' if< '({'lU1!tllllj', ~ur,.!.lih!l 1s LCIJ"J,~¥jl:'" 1$ ~utput.

COlliilllll.tJ • UHU ~riPJ01.. €n)
~t"!Jln ~ '01 RANt1!1 J RHI1U. Rlll*a.2" "ANH].. SHI!"1

11 Gil "utfun I !.A!'IH~1 !11tl.1lu'2 * Ji!l"~~'. ZURH

-~ i!l'Hlll P,Jjf. t f< 'COU:..lllKU'
-~ i:qU'litiOll "~11t h 'CatiUnIiU' , lOC.,tiOrt ~ll uoe3. type h q,utp",t.
{{ll!lmll~~ • lULU ~£ltr:mt~ ."ni 'i

_£OClOt! '" (,Q ~ I'tl1l1~ I R1NPU I!!A1'IH2 I 1I:4!tHjJ SURl;

-- !!>;';!I! nBiI' '\$'(o}';,.Ulllllli:'
-- £iljU,aUOIl ,,\'!~ 1* '{(ilI1!"lNlc', lOt"',j,;,.. \'" lC!l15S, \;yP't ~" Qutj.)ut-

(OUtfU',>?' If.E1.U -t~l!O)' 'lIlH
_tllOf1:3' l';1'l I RAltnn, ,*MIHI. !F.AMl1l>" * 1!.l;IlU3 I SH~T

t t.;o} IUN~lll I !II:AllitUt, R;'N:H.2 I !'tl\!~H I nAf.T
I ,.) I !RAriHO" RU,Uli !lh\IIU~ :1 riUllU3 i tiflxf;

li~d.. ""',,.. is '(gUI~!I!~J'
EOiJlJlthm "''''lfc i$' (*LUffrt}:!·. t<,tatl fiR 15 lt~t'h... ly~.. is '~HtP;jt'

(f1lL~n3 • tr.Ell r MFQOOil" QYI;l?\
_U1)~'l "0. IUltH>ll $. 1l1llU.l. i 'LV4'J.,e .. HUltn::. 1 :tt~Wf;

-- It;;id. hilM is 'c+lll1liIU4'
-- ElIUltti!lcn ~M. ;$ '«lLUMU,'l', jo<;iiHi!l!'! Is Ltll71. !.·i~iI is ovt,plI!;'
(';1UIIII.1.4 .~ UCElU ,J~!l(tS. ~lnH

_t4oo~" '0) I R~IiHlI' ~@'AlnU t lOltUJil % Rklln3 i nl.!lf
• (,+.. ! ~AND1D i "~l!l~U I !1olf't1.t! j, rttkN:HlI. snU
t c{. * !~,t"'~111l ,!UNDH I lUmU21 ItA!lJU & ~URn

-~ lICdll r,ar,.t h • ('li,,~11'Ifi.l.5'
M.~ (r;tJ!ltO<i1l /'ian hc'\~MtlN.l..S" Ic'c4tl"r1 !$ j"Cll?S, tY!l~ 11 ;J!i~jh.it.

COlt~""U "\"(E~P J.mlllt' (ili~j;
_EU!lla' 6QI t~MlnD:& ~411)n $. !It-.IlH? • "'1"P} , ,[Ull!,

~- !'k>dll' n_ 11' '~~141l1l1k'

.. ;lj.....tiili'l "Bit b ·((lll;lflM~I." louthi!1 ~$ lCOB, t'fPI hi ~'Jlp"'l.
,§ClJl'!lo,fj,\, ... lU:lU_E.411W1" ~l'tfd;

-,QllIJ?" ~t&I~.HnJjj I !l!,tNfUI *Allni! 1. l'iAlIUil. nART
t 1>0 * RIN)J#) a! RANDU i lJ~tNPj,!t' ~i"'j:U3* :'il.~f;

.~ 1l000Jil I'fllllil Is • ('F",utilln'
~. CiI'\,I!!'!.!on......M is 'ttU!!"tIjl'l'. lflCAUlm h ~(lliii.'l. tV!!. b t\uti!'i!l.
{C!UJI'I!i.~1 • lW,l.l _f:lmO& _ i¥!I.l;
J'OI1A' fi9 * IUIl.~n.l ItUtll,j;} .. !Il""~~ • !UND}).. .$TART;

-- 8Dd~ 11_ Is '«(>Ll;lflljlA'
~. ;:IlU~t'i(ll'l flJiit. 15 'tolUtll!'l6', llK.don iiJ lt072. I'ff'll'h ~~P"'l.

C';!'iUnNJ.1J • L{flU JJlOO"l' fiN.I;
_;dOll'l·' &~ * 1!!11I.J,t:i i ~ RiND1i l~ttWI.2. !«t.IlJ~)" SURT'.

nART
~U!i:T

nur
snr.n

!RlND~Z * ~.H.~) ..
1l.1j)~ i RtMP~)"

ItAIIJ£.t l !lUlIiII23 II
!Rkll.~2 i 1lJ,J1.~3 i

-- Ma~e ~,e l~ '(~UnK20'

H £~jJaUllll naM 11< '(td..llIlN20·, iI!!~.t.:((tll> i/'" LC1JJS. tYFif' he "lltpU!.
tOlunll~ • lC£tt( t4mlG' (iNli;
_E>tD1Q· ~~J, RAlltZll I Il'lJl*;,n I

it G9' !/t"Il.iHll i!ANte} J,
:I ,,,. r~tm.i?UI ~IUII}21 I
J t>?.. !U!Oi!D " !~M!.n,



.. n>¥d~ "il!!i i~' C~tlllitjil1.·

-- [Qu~ti~" 1!~~ h 'C?LUrIlIa>~', t\1~¥iL~"h ).$ U":J7, Lyp~i, lJltt~ut
(oHJnIl2J. • HELL {~t$lln ./iNFl
_EQUU' G') >~ :iAII12D.. ;t'MIPW' 1 tU!ll22 *' ~.t.!flln I H.lU\

-- IilQ¢. "*11" 11o '{~U;,!!I2'?'
-- EQy"tilJ>11 "~!I. h 'COLilnIl22, , lQ>;:>,,~i,," is LG111, ;yt;@ i" "..L~ijt.
({i!U1'lIl22 • LCtLt'. Jt~IJ~?' 'NDH
_UlJJ,i!' ~P. U:!4Di:lJ *' 11WmH. I R~Kr.22' lUIIPliJ. SlA1lT

• GQ ~ !!(11I~~ I RiND2J * 1~~,m21 RAlIlZJ *' ~fA.f
I CO I RJ,MlleID *' !IUliDZl I 1UND22L IUlltJ23 I Ht..T\

.~ noaa fh}M is 'CPLun1l?\i'
-- tQI!".ti~" n...... ts '{>HlM'!!tiU'.. !!It.ltilll'\ i5 LCiZl't.. L'IP'* is Q'jt;;wt·
C\lUlMII23' lCtH ("t4"+1\3 ;oGH.) \
,nmn ~> ,;) I 1~A1i>t>lm I i(;:Ah:t'211 !tUJe~ ~ ~IIlD23 i ~H;j,t\

.. lIoli.. fioi1iili l ~ 'tOl.lJIlfle~·
-- [Q\.~ti(>" 1'\""11 h '(OLilJll\!?q', itlHtlOfl 15 1.(1)4. tyj'lll Hi oz,Jtp",t·
{~L1!i"l!l2~ • lttLt I 3ile~." W'ilP?\

/l1Oiq ~ CD t !RIUI!fl $ IU.WD2~ I 1U7iDiI) I ~Hlnt

.- KbUQ naR~ i~ '(WkunN~5'

-- tq~J~ti~i\ndjU l:f '({lll!l'lile"~'. location 111 t(iit'!'j, t~~ is putt'u;·
C¢UJ"H25 ~ utu ~ =f;C:llH 'bMn
~tQflL$. ,,) I U'O~fJ. iWIJ>?ll r!t~KJll'11 J iIU,N)23 I; trAIH;,

.. 1jU!l!t li4i!ill 1s '(QLuttll,Y", I

-. £!I,,~~I';Hl hUll< 1$ ·tQL!J"~b', lw.:at!oo l' UQ'l)., tYPIi 15 'WtP\J~'
{{,Lti!'tli2h- • iAXlU ..JdO~i.. O'•• ! ; .
Jittl1li.·$ &{'!II ""jl,l~~~ I !P',.ND2~ ~~M'~~lf I (!UMl..3 f ~np.f;

-. Jor6:JQ ".:1M: h '«(1111',.2i!
-- (qu4lilll' lIa"., 1s. "~~UjJ'lM~f" i'~Cilttoo h {.(CAi., tYIl4' h uut.,ut.
(I)lU"!lC"/ • l(rH \ .[4'On. GIIJ);
.unn. '~l IUlft~f} I :F4Hh'1 ~ thUi? 'I ~.UOl!~ t U.l~T;

., 8aU. O<!Oi hi '{Qti.$;1M2!'
~~ rll\~ti,",4 tt.:on is 'tQUI"~Il', loci!lti(ll'! l~ ~(Oqll, tl';lll 15 <:9L{!wL.
{7Llin!l~a • lO:Ui .EQO.U" (l'Ipi;
"tl!lllU f .~". R,.j,jlll}€.i R U'\I[1i!l.. P.~N.i!i! I !FAItJ;23 & Slun

•• !I;>jQ nlll!!t' h '(~tuMJO'
(qU!ltiim r..1M is ·(!'!'i!l'tli~Q'. lj)c"ti"f'I j:t 1.(1<'5, typ~ h ptHPU!·

(Otullll~ .. 1((lU .Ef!l:l'. 61(1);
.ElIUl.'1' 60 ~ ~~Kl]nl lUItJU" lrt",m~ I ~~~pl~ a!iH!!.T

j '~l ~A~P3»" tRAW;3:1 I t~4~~}~ & !RJMD13. tfA~T
• fl'JaWtPJOI ~Alft,~~ l. tRAII}]3 I S1'~f;

--l!ClZ.f ~""". ll\ '£OLIJnH3i'
H EtlUaticfi oan i, 'COllJlllll3i', l'l<!lHMI ls LOll, t¥P~ i:t l!rJtpU[.
<tlUII'\j,jJ~ • ll;:ELt! ~£gQt'U" 'J.jD n
..E:.ro1!f}' 6(1:t !UMHa I ffJilj!lH. Ualit3i! li~A".n 10 !H~h

~- """I! ",,,it,, is C~lU!'?la~'
-.E~lJatjQn ""... i:t'CULt'!M32"'; IQ(,,~ilt,~ 15 Ui.~(j, tV" Ii output·

(0l,,',I1lit32 • Ul:tU =t~nn. GltlH
_U!l~;. '*, ~Alltt3b t t$;tlifn. ll:"IIJ~i!. ~jJjDH I SHll:f;

n!l<l¢" I"Mil 15 '{QtUllltU'
-- ta!}"~l¢" "'••11. is '(Ql1J~"j)', lention Is lUJ,I, lVi/ii 15 01.lt,pwt;.
{~LU"NJl • U:tt l>t _f:IlIl2i!' Gl'iPI , .
Jlf€Ji'i:" c.,. I IUJHlj;{J, Il.UlD:TJ. IU••ll? IRAIUJ3 1, ~T"JlT;

.. lfeUQ /'laN h ·(.lU"I\i]~'
-. ('illf!;!"> flall1'i h'(·~J.U\'iIll;t'.· ,.j.bCoIitiO"l h: lfU7. tYIK\ 15: olili/ut,

CQLOMlli, • t((~U _Eil'!J21* $11*);
_(/~a~3" G~" ~;tMUlll I iWlf3} * ~Jti1i132 i IUNPU I n.un;
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-- Node name is 'eOLUMN35'
-- Equation name is 'eOLUMN35', location is lel0l, type is output.

eOLUMN35 = LeELL( EQ024 $ GND);
_EQ024 = GO & !RAND30 & !RAND31 & RAND33 & START;

-- Node name is 'eOLUMN36'
-- Equation name is 'eOLUMN36', location is Le126, type is output·

eOLUMN36 = LeELL( EQ025 $ GND);
_EQ025 = GO & !RAND30 & !RAND31 & RAND32 & !RAND33 & START;

-- Node name is 'eOLUMN37'

& !RAND32 & !RAND33 & START
& RAND32 & !RAND33 & START
& !RAND32 & RAND33 & START;

name is 'eOLUMN37', location is Le12~, type is output.
LeELL( _EQ026 $ GND);
GO & RAND30 & RAND31

• GO & !RAND30 & RAND31
• GO & RAND30 & !RAND3l

-- Equation
eOLUMN3? =
_EQ026

-- Node name is 'eOLUMN38'
-- Equation name is 'eOLUMN3~', location is Lel15, type is output-

eOLUMN38 = LeELL( EQ027 $ GND);
_EQ02? = GO & !RAND30 & RAND31 & !RAND32 & !RAND33 & START;

-- Node name is ':36' = 'RAND10'
-- Equation name is 'RAND10', location is Le08l, type is buried-
RAND10 DFFE( _EQ028 $ GND, GLOBAL( eLK), vee, vee, vee);
_EQ02~ GO & RAND10 & RANDll & RAND12 & RAND13 & !START

I GO & !RAND10 & !START
I !GO & RAND10 & !START
• RAND10 & START;

-- Node name is ':35' = 'RAND11'
-- Equation name is 'RANDll', location is Le067, type is buried.
RANDll = TFFE( _EQ029, GLOBAL( eLK), vee, vee, vee);

_EQ029 = GO & RAND10 & !START;

-- Node name is ':34' = 'RAND12'
-- Equation name is 'RAND12', location is LeObb, type is buried.
RAND12 TFFE( _EQ030, GLOBAL( eLK), vee, vee, vee);

_EQ030 = GO & RAND10 & RANDll & !START;

-- Node name is 1:33' = 'RAND13'
-- Equation name is 'RAND13', location is Le065, type is buried.
RAND13 TFFE( _EQ031, GLOBAL( eLK), vee, vee, vee);

_EQ03l = GO & RAND10 & RAND11 & RAND12 & !START;

-- Node name is ':40' = 'RAND20'
-- Equation name is 'RAND20', location is Lel02, type is buried.
RAND20 DFFE( _EQ032 $ GND, GLOBAL( eLK2), vee, vee, vee);

_EQ032 GO & RAND20 & RAND2l & RAND22 & RAND23 & !START
I GO & !RAND20 & !START
I !GO & RAND20 & !START
# RAND20 & START;

-- Node name is ':39' = 'RAND21'
-- Equation name is 'RAND2l', location is Lel03, type is buried.
RAND2l = TFFE( _EQ033, GLOBAL( eLK2), vee, vee, vee);

_EQ033 = GO & RAND20 & !START;

-- Node name is ':38' = 'RAND22'
-- Equation name is 'RAND22', location is Le09~, type is buried.
RAND22 = TFFE( _EQ034, GLOBAL( eLK2), vee, vee, vee);

_EQ034 = GO & RAND20 & RAND2l & !START;

-- Node name is ':37' = 'RAND23'
-- Equation name is 'RAND23', location is Lel00, type is buried.
RAND23 = TFFE( EQ035, GLOBAL( eLK2), vee, vee, vee);

_EQ035 = GO & -RAND20 & RAND2l & RAND22 & !START;

Node name is ':44' = 'RAND30'
-- Equation name is 'RAND30', location is Lel14, type is buried.
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APPENDIXF

THE DESIGN DELAY MATRIX
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